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The tuition bill means more work to some students
who must come up with the payment on their own.

The fast-growing trend of joumaling
with the help of cyberspace is more than
a paper saver.
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Senior guard Dwayne Broyles scored 23 points
as the men's basketball team defeated the Czech
Republic in an exhibition matchup Monday.
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Groups donate talent for benefit concert
Student Ambassador-sponsored event raises money for scholarship fund
BY KAREN MILLS

contributing writer
Already having surpassed the
proposed amount for this year's
scholarship of $1,800, the Student
Ambassadors held its second
annual benefit concert on behalf
of the Carrie Kutner Scholarship
Fund. Instead, they want to raise
enough money to offer two
$1,000 scholarships.
Several hundred students
attended the event Monday in
Grafton-Stovall Theatre. The
concert featured Madison Dance,
the Break Dancing Club, several
of JMU's a cappella groups,

along with several Student
Ambassadors who donated their
talents toward the cause.
"We wanted more variety, so
we added more to the program"
said junior Jennifer Karey. scholarship committee leader.
Last year was the first time the
concert was held, and it was
smaller than this year's concert.
The Student Ambassadors
decided to form a committee that
specifically would be devoted
toward raising funds for the
Carrie Kutner Scholarship.
"We are hoping to have a big
turnout and be able to offer at
least two scholarships next

semester," said junior John
Gualdoni, another scholarship
committee leader.
The concert was held on
behalf of former JMU student
Carrie Kutner, who passed away
during the summer of 1995 after
battling cancer. A freshman
throughout the 1994-'95 school
year, Kutner was involved with
the Student Ambassadors.
"The Carrie Kutner
Scholarship is a wonderful service and tribute," said sophomore
Lauren Harmata, a Madison
Singer and Student Ambassador.
"This is a great way for everyone
involved to give back."

Madison Singers performed
first, followed by Exit 245. The allfemale a cappella group
BluesTones performed next, followed by the co-ed a cappella
group Low Key. Madison Dance
also performed two pieces.
The Break Dancing Club
showed off its strength and flexibility skills. Note-oriety, an allfemale a cappella group, as well
as the Overtones, then performed. The final act of the night
was performed by junior Ross
Copperman,
a
Student
Ambassador
Students can apply for the
scholarships in the spring.

Mig
ABBY SlUJVANA ,mnbmmii phautnphtr
Senior Ten Eberts line* during ttw Student Ambassador*' ben•flt concert for ttw Canto Kutner Scholarship Fund Monday.

Movement
to open eyes
Student envisions diversity
BY PATRICIA BRYAN

contributing writer

AMY MTERSONYirainr plkmgwplirr
Junior Brandon Marko, left, and senior Darrick Wlckre seesaw behind Zane Showker Hall. The Delta Sigma PI fraternity la
seesawing 24 hours a day from last Saturday to this Sunday to raise money for the American Cancer Society.

Seesawing for cancer
Delta Sigma Pi participating in marathon to raise money
BY KATIR CHIRGOTIS

contributing writer

No one can say he or she
never has played on a seesaw
and, for the brothers of the Delta
Sigma Pi fraternity, playing on a
seesaw only gets better when it is
for a purpose.
Raising money and awareness for cancer. Delta Sigma Pi
members have been seesawing
24 hours a day behind Zane
Showker Hall since last Sunday,
and they will conclude the event
Sunday evening.
Brothers of the business fraternity are participating in the
annual Seesaw-A-Thon to raise
money for the American Cancer
Society and the Michael Matthew

Brown Scholarship Fund.
The Michael Matthew Brown
Scholarship Fund is in remembrance of brother Michael
Brown, who joined the fraternity
in 1987. While a student at FMU,
he was diagnosed with cancer
and underwent chemotherapy
and a bone marrow transfusion.
He died )an. 3,1992, and a scholarship fund was created in
spnng 2002 in his memory.
Students find the event a
great way to raise money
because of its visibility.
"My friends and I would be
coming back from a night out,
and those kids would still be
on that thing," sophomore
Alexis Fleming said.
All 336 hours of seesawing

were assigned, with at least
two brothers at the event at
any given time.
"We have a sign-up, and
every hour of the week is
accounted for," said senior
Brendan Mullarkey, Delta
Sigma Pi president, who is participating this year in his second Seesaw-A-Thon.
"We normally start the
sign up sheet two weeks
ahead of time, and we require
that everyone in the fraternity
do seven hours of seesawing
for the week," Mullarkey
added. Many members put
in extra hours.
"It gets cold at 3 am. when it's
10 degrees outside, but we keep
seesawing," Mullarkey said.

Junior Brandon Marko said
the nice weather was an
important factor in getting
people's attention. "A lot more
people have come out and
given money," he said. "Also
more people have come and
asked questions about what
we are doing."
Junior Kathleen Landy said
having the seesaw behind Zane
Showker has been a good
change from previous years
when it was on the commons.
"Alumni [of the fraternity]
have told us they were happy we
moved it closer to the College of
Business, since we are a business
fraternity," she said.
Delta Sigma Pi accepts both
cash and checks.

Students learn different facets of vegetarianism
Speakers cite research on disease prevention
BY JANI CLARK

contributing writer

The University Recreation Center
presented students with an opportunity to explore the different facets of vegetarianism
night.
Pomeroy and Joy
Penury,
.lajors and UREC
nutrition
presented the program on
im.
Thep
included popular
■Mora
a vegetarian, diffcrent types
r irians, basic necessities of a \
inced vegetarian diet,
as we
. .rampus contacts and
resources
Student vegetarians.

Pomeroy and Finley cited
research proving that eating a diet
low in fat and rich in fiber and
cither nutrients can help prevent a
number of chronic diseases. These
diseases include cancer and heart
disease, according to Pomeroy.
Finley spoke on Janism, an Indian
religion that teaches about the liber.!
tion of the soul. "Jainism requires vegetarianism as a part of the religion," she
said. "While Buddha and Gandhi both
were vegetarian. Buddhism and
Hinduism only strongly support — but
do not require — vegetarianism."
see VEGETARIANS, page 4

ABBY 1U1XIVANA .Mnbunnt )*»«nv*r'
Seniors Joy Finley. left, and Lauren Pomeroy discussed dH
ferent facets of vegetarianism Monday at UREC.

Dedicated to bringing awareness to diversify
issues at JMU in a manner that promotes involvement through education, interaction, and empowering the Madison community to take active roles in
diversifying the campus, a new movement called
"What Color is Your Class?" has started.
The movement began when senior Philip Duhart
envisioned an effective way to open the eyes of the
JMU community to the benefits off actively embracing and encouraging diversity on campus.
"With so many stereotypes in trie world few
numbers of underepresented groups on our campus
and the lack of interaction between different groups,
I hope that JMU students realize that they are missing out by not learning about people different from
themselves,'' Duhart said.
Duhart's first move was to send out a letter
to faculty, staff and students to inform them of
his ideas, and bring people together who were
interested in the cause.
Since JMU President Linwood Rose already
appointed a diversity committee, the focus has shifted away from the administration and currently is
seeking the attention of the student body. Right now,
the group is working toward raising awareness on
campus and making sure that students understand
the need for the organization.
"What Color is Your Class?"which recently
encouraged students to wear orange bands during
the Parent's Weekend football game to support the
movement, is cosponsoring the local topic with the
OrangeBand Initiative and passing out information
bills for those students who are interested.
The next step will be to work with student organizations in order to have different groups on campus
engage in dialogue and actively work together on
collaborative projects. The goal is to get people to
start interacting with others on a whole different
level, according to Duhart. As a result, they hopefully will gain exposure to people they normally wouldn't get to know, and come away with an invaluable
learning experience.
set COLOR, page 5

Majority cannot
remember faces
Speaker discusses memory
BY SARA SHAHMORADIAN

staff writer

An average of 65 percent of students are unable to
recognize when two different individuals SIMKII
places with each other, according to research presented by a psychology professor Friday.
Sheena Rogers spoke on "Noticing Changes
and Remembering Faces: Influences on
Eyewitness Memory," which was held in the
Integrated Science ami Technoloby building, room
159. The lecture drew an audience of about 150 people, ranging from health professors to forensic psychology students.
Rogers and a group of psychology students investigated a phenomenon known as "change blindness."
Rogers said not noticing an actor in a movie wearing a red shirt in one scene and wearing a blue shirt
in the next scene is an example of change blindness.
"We think we see it all and have a good sense of
whaf s going on, but when we're forced to dose our
eyes and remember the small details, we find we're
pretty much lost," Rogers said.
To test a person's ability to notice these switches,
Rogers and the students set up an experiment that
"took a lot of dress rehearsal," she said.
The experiment begins when one student in tjje
experiment stands in a hallway waiting for the volunteer subfect to arrive. The volunteer knows he or she is
aiming to be tested, yet has no idea what the experiment will be. Meanwhile, two other students that also
are in on the experiment make a poster board nearby
see FACES, page 5
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POLICE LOG
BY LAUREN MCKAY

police log reporter

OPINION
House editorial
House cartoon
Darts and pats
Breeze reader's view

Thursday, Nov. 6

Friday, Nov. 7

The Admissions Subcommittee of the |MU Prcsidcniul

WXJM will sponsor a show featuring Explosions in the Sky,

Commission will hold .in open lorum on diversity in the

Zykos (Jag Jaguar Records), Lazarus (Temporary Resident

undergraduate program in Taylor Hall room .W from
2 to &30 p in For more intorm.ition e-m.nl Mich.H'l Walsh

Records) and The Rude Staircase in PC Ballroom at 8 p.m.

Nathan E. McCartney, 20, ol
Allentown, Pa . was arrested
and charged with distribution ol
cocaine and marijuana in Chancier

For more information contact x8-3425.

Hall Oct. 31 at 11 45 a.m.

UREC will hold ,i lecture titled 'Rjc4uctball 101" from

Sunday, Nov. 9

In other matters, campus police
report the following:

5 to 7 p.m. I or mote information contact Brooke I hompson

The Canterbury Episcopal Campus Ministry will meet in its

at »8-8734.

house located between the Zirkle House and Buffalo Wild

Campus spotlight

-hmd.

LEISURE
Crossword
Horoscopes

Wings at 5 p.m. For more information e-mail Erica Westcort

FOCUS

Taylor LXiwn Under will hold a poetry open mic night from

Footing the bill

at uvstcoel.

8 to 11 p.m. For more intorm.ition contact 5h.iri Scofiold
at >.H-2H0r.

STYLE
Online iournallng

Property Damage
An unlcnown person(s) damaged
the ceiling framing in the corridor
of McGraw-Long Hall, causing the
framing to bend and several
ceiling tiles to fall Nov. 1 between
1 and 1 45 am

Reel reflections; "Radio"
Staff reported damage lo the driver side rear quarter panel glass of

Explosions in the Sky preview
All things literary

a van in the Music Building
service drive between Oct. 31 at
9 p.m. and Nov. 1 at 730 p.m.

SPORTS
Football to take on UNH
With Authority
Men's basketball wins first
exhibition game

Domestic Assault
Non-sludents were involved in
verbal arguments, which led to
domestic assault charges in the
Convocation Center Nov 1 at

la

8:13 p.m

j events to the
IX hi
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Petty Larceny
An organic chemistry textbook
SUM Ml II Ilk
i ("itrihultnv photographer

FUN FACT

of the Day

Students weave
through book
shelves wtth their

gong on over
Parent's Weekend.
The event still Is
going on In the

Showers
High 72 Low 4Sunday

Partly Cloudy

Mostly Sunny

60/33

50/34

Saturday

Monday

Sunny

Few Showers

46/27

53/40

More than 25 percent
of the world's
forests are

Bargain Book Sato
was one of the
many itctivltie^

Today

Friday

A JMU student reported the
larceny of a commuter parking

parents outside
Cantor Library
Saturday. The

WEATHER

in Siberia.

Carrier Library lobby.

CONTACT INFORMATION

MARKET WATCH
As of do** on TuMday. N».4.2003

-8.50

+ 1.67

close 2&Z

dose 1062 98

NASDAQ

S&P500

-9.74

-5.77

close 1957 9

close: 1053 25

Matting address
The Breeze
G1 Anthony-Seegtf Hall
MSC6805
Jamas Madison University
Hamsonburg. VVgna 22807
Phone: (540) 568*127 Fax: (540) 568-6736
E-Mail address: rrw_bneMQ0rnu.edu
Breeze Net hitp/z^wwihetyeete ovy
Bookkeeper
Susan ShrfHeV

Receptionist
Anoie McVVhorter

■Ml [>lKMX

mbers

tofts ■3 Jt61
News K&6699
.8-8041
Opruon/Focus. xS-3846
Sports: xB-6709
Pnoto/Grapn«S KB-6749

Business/Technology
Coordinator
Donna Dunn

decal from the parking deck Oct
17 between 8 a.m. arid 3 p.m.
Driving Under the Influence
Non-student Jines A BenRez, 33.
of Hamsonburg. was arrested and
charged with driving under the
influence on South Main Street
Nov. 2 at 235 am.
Number ol drunk in public
charges since Aug. 25: 42

MISSION

The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday mornings and distributed
throughout James Madison University and the local Hamsonburg community
Comments and oompiamtt should be addressed to Drew Wilson editor

was recovered after a JMU
student reported it stolen Oct.
30 at 3 p.m. Charges are
pending in the incident.

ADVERTISING STAFF

Tho Breeze the
student-run 1
of James Madison
University, serves student and faculty readershtpby reporting
news involving the
campus and local
community. 7T»e
Brtez* strives to be
impartial and fair m Its
reporting and frrnty
believes In its First
Amendment rights

Ada Manager
Lauren KmeWu

Aaalatant Ada
Manager
MattLaatnar

Advartlelng

Adv.ffl.ing

Executive*:
Jason Brown
Sieve Dohetty
RyanFagan
Etzabeth Hamner
Jaaaica Lapavre

Designers:
Baverfy Kitchen.
Use Marietta
Joan Hanaro
JemssMatareae
Jess Woodward

CLASSIFIEDS
■ How to place a classified: Come to
The Breeze office weekdays between 6
a.m. and 5 p.m.
■ Cost: $3 00 tor the first 10 words, $2
for each additional 10 words; boxed
claisiid. $10 per ccejmn men
■ Deadlines: noon Friday tor Monday
issue, noon Tuesday for Thursday issue.
■ Classifieds must be paid m advance
m The Breeze office

GLOBAL PEACE - PRAYER IN ACTION
MAKE YOl/R VOICE HEARD IN THE ONGOING
PRAYER FOR THE WORLD AT:

434-2515

www.5pii-ituallty.com/globalpeiicc
Site features: reports on conflict areas provided by The Christian Science
Monitor and other news sources; spiritual perspectives and progress reports;
community discussions on peace; "Prayen for Peace' from around
the world; dally Inspiration

Radio Dispatched
Service to all major airports
Wheelchair accessible vehicles

Prompt, Courteous Service
24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available

China Express

Free Delivery
(540) 568-9899

Leonard W. Aamodt, MD, FACOG
Evan V Forsnes, MD, FACOG
Martha A. Jones, CNM, MS
Barbara M Kirkland, CNM, MS
Donna L Schminlcey, CNM, MPH
Ann M Schaeffer, CNM, MED

Sfunandoan,

Flex Accepted
Open until 1 am

Special Combination Platter 25<t Cheese Wonton
All Entrees served with Plain Fned Rice Spnrvg Rod & Soup
Choice of Soup, Wonton. Egg Drop or Hot & Sour

General Tso's Chicken
«/»-„
Beef with Broccoli only »D50
Sweet and Sour Chicken
and more

(limit 2 with $15 purchase)

Lunch Special
Daily Lunch Menu (11.00am -4:00 p.m.)
Served with Plain Fned Rice and Spnng Roll

$3.95 and up

I'rofcuional Can with • Pcnufui Touch
119 University Blvd., Suite B

Insurance and
Major Credit
Cards Accepted

Annual Gyn Exam
Birth Control
Colposcopy

Harrisonburg, VA 22801-3753

Office (540) 438-1314
Toll Free (877) 438-1314
Fax (540) 438-0797
www.swhc.net

Breast Exams

Menu, All Specials Listed on Go[L®®GsOll.COIII

m^m rmmww SaiQ 11/4

QuiznosSiiB
MMMM.-.TOtfLSTVI
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R„„ Al,m,

Bon Jovi e Coldplay - Live CD/DVD
Sheryl Crow • Fabolous • Peter Gabriel
Warren Haynes • Toby Keith • Iggy Pop
Tenacious D - DVD • The Thrills
Triumph the Insult Comic Dog • Now 14

CMH.'KKN

CRKHONRRR

TOP SELLERS: Outkast • Miens • The Shins
Dave Matthews - Yellowcard-Kill Bill Soundtrack • Switchfoot
Olio Something Corporate JeeStnimmer

WHAT A RECORD STORE SHOULD BE!
oseveeee
KROGER SHOPPING CTR

CDs • DVDs S more!

Listen Before
You Buy!
Mon Sal 10-9, Sunday 12-6
WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COMI
1790-96 E. Market St.
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Free Reg. Soda *??"**
with purchase of any sandwich
With this coupon. Exp

11/13/03

One per Coupon per person per visit Not Valid with
any other offer.
JAC CARDS ACCEPTED
Beside Harrisonburg Crossing,. 540-432-1302
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Crisis in Congo
War-stricken Congo has suffered
more deaths from starvation
than combat.

AROUND

Orientation assistants
information available
Applications for Orientation
Program Assistants now are
available on the Orientation
and First Year Experience Web
site at www.jmu.edu/orientalion/applyopa.shtm!.
The application review
begins Dec. 3.
Orientation and First Year
Experience are looking for 24
undergraduate students and
"encourage applicants of all
backgrouds, majors, involvements and interests," according to a release on the )MU
Current Students Web page
at umrwimu.edu/jmuweb.
There will be an OPA
Extravaganza Day Nov. 11 for
students to learn more about
the OPA position. The event
will on the commons from 11:30
a.m. to 2 p.m. and at the OPA
Open House on the second
floor of Wilson Hall from 6 to
7:30 p.m.
If one has questions, e-mail
the Orientation and First Year
Experience at oricntatirtHSjmuxdu
orcallx8-1787.

BY ESTHER SHRADER
AND ALISSA RUBIN

The Los Angeles Times
Military
investigators
worked Monday to determine
whether the downing of a CH47 Chinook helicopter in Iraq
was a fluke or a new phase in
the deadly attacks.
Analysts differed over the
significance of the missile attack.
Some said it was inevitable if the
Iraqis kept trying, whik* others
said it was a new level of sophistication in a guerrilla campaign
where bombing* have become
faster, inflicting ever-higher body
counts on the ground.

For months, Iraqi insurgents
have fired surface-to-air missiles
two or three times a week at the
growing fleet of US. helicopters
and planes crisscrossing Iraq.
Equipped with countermeasures, the aircraft have managed
to evade the heat-seeking missiles that are ubiquitous in Iraq.
Sunday, the Iraqi missiles found their mark for
the first time, with devastating results. One, perhaps
two, missiles are believed to
have hit one of two Chinook
helicopters carrying dozens
of soldiers to Baghdad
Airport. Sixteen troops were

killed and 20 injured in the
deadliest incident since the
United States launched its
invasion March 20.
Without directly addressing the attack. President
George W. Bush Monday told
a group of small-business
owners and their employees in
Alabama that the U.S. mission
in Iraq was vital.
"The enemy in Iraq believes
America will run. That's why
they're willing to kill innocent
civilians, relief workers, coalition troops,"
Bush
said.
"America will never run."
Hours after Bush spoke.

-

DAVID P GnJCEY/Drtfflif Frrt Pirn
In ruin* Sunday.

HM

the violence in Iraq continued
with a U.S. soldier killed
Monday and another wounded in an attack involving a
homemade bomb north of the
city of Tikrit, the U.S. military
said. The death brought the
number of U.S. soldiers
reported killed to 378 since the
war began earlier this year.
As part of the reconstruc-

tion
efforts.
Congress
Monday approved the $87.5
billion aid package for Iraq
and Afghanistan.
In Iraq, meanwhile, US. military investigators hauled away
the Chinook wreckage, searching for clues to its vulnerability.
Most military aircraft flying
seeMUJTARYpagei

Despite rich soil rainfall,
many don Y have enough food
BY EMILY WAX

The Washington Post

THE

LOS ANGELES (The bx> Angeies
Vma) — Already the United
States' largest milk producer,
California will pass Wisconsin to
be the top cheese maker by 2005,
the California Milk Advisory
Board said Monday
Size matters, according to
California dairy officials, who
point to the numbers. There are
1.7 million dairy cows in
( .ihtorma and 2,100 dairies that
sell more than $4 billion in milk
annually and pay about $600
million in wages I alifornia
made 1.7 billion pounds of
cheese last year. That was
behind Wisconsin's 2.2 billion.
Wisconsin officials , l,um to
be unimpressed. They say
they know California someday will become the nation's
top cheese whiz. Anyway,
they argue, it's not quantity,
but quality, that counts.

A U.S. Army Chinook hefeopter

Millions slowly
starve in Congo

m

California to be top
cheese-producing state

GEORGE W. BUSH
President of the United States

Military investigates recent
deadly helicopter downing

The University Recreation
Center now is accepting
applications for internships
or practicum experience.
Applications can be found
at the UREC Web site at
www.jmu.edu/recreatkm, and
are due by Nov. 14.
Opportunities are available in many areas, including the adventure/outdoor programs, aquatics
and safety programs, computing and technology,
marketing and sponsorships, group fitness and
wellness, member services, office management and
facilities management
Applications will be
submitted
to
Brooke
Thompson via e-mail at
thompsbw, or one can drop
off a hard copy to the
UREC welcome center.

HARRISONBURG
—
Hardee's Restaurants through
all of Virginia will be collecting money for the Special
Olympics. The funds will help
support the athletes.
Patrons can drop off
loose change in canisters at
both the counter and the
drive-thru window.
"Loose change adds up
very quickly," said Ron Ashby,
marketing
manager
for
Hardee's, in an Oct. 30 press
release. "Over the years of
Hardee's involvement with
Special Olympics, our guests
have been a contributing factor
in the overall Special Olympics
campaign. Through their support, many athletes across
Virginia have gained the
opportunity to achieve. tXQri
and accomplish great things."

"The enemy in Iraq believes America will run."

NEWS

UREC applications for
internships due soon

Hardee's Restaurant to
donate change to charity
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Villagers In Kagalya are being taught to farm plants by aid group Merlin.

Diversity lowers
binge drinking
Harvard study based on data
from 52,312 college students
BY JON BREECE

The Cavalier Daily
Binge drinking on college
campuses by the nation's at-risk
denwigraphic — while, underage
males — is knver at schools with
greater numbers of women,
minority and older students,
according to a recent Harvard
University study.
Co-authored' by researchers
Mekhun Kuo and Henry
Wechsler, director of College
Alcohol Studies at the Hafvaid
School of Public Health, the
study concluded that colleges
should implement policies to
promote greater diversity on
campus and in colk-ge housing.
The researchers defined binge
dnnking as the consumption of
five drinks in a row once in the
past two weeks for men, and four
drinks in a row for women.
Thr study found white freshnun students who were binge
drinkers in high school were less
likrlv to continue if they attended
colleges with greater numbers of
African-American, Hispanic and
femak* students.
Non-binge drinkers in high
school were less likely to start
drinking if attending a school
with more diversity on campus.
The study's finding are based
on data collected horn 52312 colk-ge students at 114 predominantly white colleges and universities
from vm, 1997. 1999 and 2(1)1
Colkge Alcohol Study surveys.
Int.tied, "Watering Down
the Drinks The Moderating
I iht-t ot t ollege lA-mographns
on Alcohol Use of High-Risk

Groups," the study appeared in
the November issue of American
journal of Public Health.
In (he interest of publk health
on American campuses, the
authors of the study suggest predominantly white alleges establish an atmosphere appealing to
diverse students, encourage more
older and female students to live
on campus, and dilute heavy
housing amcentrations of young,
while, mak' students.
Large concentrations of
high-risk students allow peer
pressure to fester, and establish a
HCW norm accepting of heavy
drinking, the study also said.
A lack of emphasis on drinking in the African-American community discourages binge dnnking, said Dean M. Rick,
University of Virginia AfricanAmencan Affairs dean.
"Drinking in the Afrii.mAmerican community, especially in this generabon, has never
been a primary source of social
satisfaction," Turner said.
Kathy Radd, Alcohol and
Drug Abuse Prevention Team
chair at UVa., agreed that
minority students, on the
whole, do drink k*ss.
Though she has not seen the
study, Kadd added that she
would not be surprised if larpr
amounts of minorities and
women on campus woukl discourage binge drinking by white
males, who would be surrounded
by fc-wer sources of peer pressure.
The Harvard study also
asserts lh.it previous research
shows binge dnnking has been
linked with violence.

In Congo, one of Africa's most fertile nations, people are starving to
death. The majority of the approximately 3.5 million deaths during five
years of fighting were not due to combat. They were slower deaths that
have made the Congo war the costliest
human conflict since V>forld War 0.
Since a peace deal was reached
last April, a new government has
been taking hold in the capital,
Kinshasa, in theory uniting the vast
country. Observers say it is an
important moment in Congo's sad
history. Yet, a week spent in the
region around Kalima — a town at
the epicenter of the conflict about
800 miles east of the capital and
reachable only by bush plane —
revealed suffering in every home.
When Congo resident Wakengela
made it back to the village of Kagptya
in August, she found it transformed
by hunger. Nursing women were so
malnourished that their breasts no
longer produced milk, and children
with bloated bodies and yellowing
hair were lying in 0K* dirt.
The entire village was on the verge

of starvation, although Congo is a
land of abundant rainfall and rich soil,
a place with the right gnnving conditions for some of the world's most
prized crops — coffee, rice and com.
Rice used to be exported to African
neighbors; the coffee once was hailed
as being as good as Kenya's.
The Mai-Mai — a group that has
been fighting for control of eastern
Congo — is the main reason why
there's no food in this fertile village,
which used to feed others around it
Unpaid fighters pilfered vegetables
from the woven baskets of women
who picked their crops in the lush
jungle clearing Out have fed generations of Congolese. They nabbed
chickens, pigs and goats as if they
were shopping in a free-for-all market, grabbing whatever they wanted.
Roaming the countryside, they kidnapped and raped women who were
going out into the fields each day.
Soon, the fields were empty.
"W« are still in the emergency
phase, even though the war is over,"
said Robert Dekker, the eastern
Congo director for the U.N. food
agency. "You still have rebel groups
see CONGO, page 4

Despite protests, Episcopalians
consecrated first gay bishop
A. BRACHEAR
The Chicago Tribune

BY MANYA

After a handful of parishioners vehemently objected,
more than 40 Episcopal bishops from around the country
Sunday
consecrated
the
denomination's first openly
gay bishop, asking God to fill
him with the Holy Spirit.
More than 4,000 spectators
who witnessed the historic
consecration in a University of
New Hampshire sports arena,
delivered a standing ovation
when Rev. V. Gene Robinson
emerged from the circle of
crimson-clad bishops as a
bishop himself in the New
I lampshire diocese.

"It's not about me,"
Robinson said after donning
his new mitre and vestments.
"It's about so many other people who find themselves at the
margins ... Your presence here
is a welcome sign for those
people to be brought into the
[athletics) center."
Meanwhile, nearly 300
Orthodox opponents — about
one-third of them from New
Hampshire — gathered at an
evangelical church hi worship
and grieve. They predict that
Robinson's consecration will
divide
the
worldwide
Anglican Communion, of
which the Episcopal Church is
the American arm. They also
expect that they will be intimi-

dated by the church hierarchy
for their oppositkin.
"I am deeply grieved that
the liberals in the Episcopal
Church in their hour of victory are beginning an intense
campaign of persecution of
Orthodox Anglicans," said
Rev. Kendall Harmon, canon
theologian in the South
Carolina diocese, referring to
a recent meeting of conservatives that a diocesan official
tried to attend.
Robinson, too, acknowledged that his consecration,
while attracting some parishioners, may drive others away.
"There are people — faith
see PROTEST, page 4

Helping the sick
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ATTACKS: Military investigates

CONGO: Farms gone PROTEST:

ATTACKS, from page 3
in Iraq an.' outfitted with M least
one of two types of countcrmcasures — flares and chaff — that
have proven cxtrcmclv eftivtive.
Hotter than the aircraft's engines,
flares, when discharged, deceive
or confuse the missiles. The metallic chaff confuses the missiles by
acting as electronic jammers

CONGO, from page 3
living on top of the population trying to get part of the
harvest and take all of the animals. The frightening part is
that there are huge areas that
we don't know about because
of insecurity that still exists."
Humanitarian groups estimate that, ifMfUt tlie peace
agreement 70 percent of eastem Congo — the nucleus of
this country's war — still is not
secure enough for the west.
The country's colonial k?gacy compounded the food
problem, health workers said.
For decades, villagers supplied
many towns with fresh vegetables iind livestock. Residents of
those towns lost (arming
knowledge years ago when
they went to work for Cimgo's
many mining companio th.ii
were set up at the rum of the
century by Europeans.
Former president Laurent
Kabila nationalized tlv oonia
pany in 1998. Today it is under
the control of the country's
largest rebel group, the Rallv

Military investigators are
looking into the chance that the
downed Chinook either was not
outfitted with the flares or was
not abk' to deploy them. They
also are trying to determine if
helicopter crews were varying
their flying times and routes to
hinder
enemy
attack.
Helicopters are vulnerable to

missik' attacks because they fly
so much lower to the ground
than airplanes.
The missiles are so common, not just in Iraq, but
around the world, that they
have become the missile of
choice for terrorist organizations — al-Qaeda among them,
according to weapons experts.

VEGETARIANS: Nutrients necessary
FOOD, from page 1
Pomeroy listed the types of
vegetarians Partial vegetarians eat
no red meat, while pesco vegetarians will eat seafood or dairy. Lacto
vegetarians will eat dairy, while
lacto-ovo vegetarians will eat
dairy and eggs. Vegans, also
known as restrict vegetarians, consume no animal products at .ill
The presentation also discussed the important nutrients
and complementary proteins.
Complementary proteins,
or vegetable proteins that can

be combined in the same meal
to effectively provide nutrition,
are necessary. They are found
in food combinations, such as
the bread and peannt butter of
a peanut butter sandwich and
do not have to be eaten in the
same meal, but should be consumed in the same day.
Finley showed a vegetarian
rood guide pyramid outlining
the servings of each food group
a vegetarian needs in a day.
These include two servings of
fats, two servings of fruits, four
servings of vegetables, five serv-

ings of k*gumes or nuts,*and six
servings of grains.
"I actually knew most of
what they discussed, although
the complementary proteins bit
was interesting," said freshman
Elizabeth Dalianis, who is a
pesco vegetarian." 1 thought
you had to eat them together."
Junior Lisa Torpey, who ibo li
a pesco vegetarian, said, "I found
out some interesting things about
tofu and soy products. I always
saw tofu and thought it looked
funny and didn't really know
what to do with it."

Gay bishop
still elected

for Congolese Democracy.
Production at the mines
plunged during the war, and
the company stopped doling
out benefits. People couldn't
feed themselves or pay for
health care, said Francois
Kitenbele, the mayor of Kalima.
And, by that time, most of the
peopk' living in Kalima had lost
their farming know-how.
Food that used to come in
from outlying villages stopped,
since it was too dangerous to
farm. Because of the Mai-Mai
attacks, many people in those
villages sought the safety of
larger towns, such as Kalima,
and the price of food skyrocketed. For the first time that anyone here can remember, people
began dying of starvation.
Kitenbele, with the help of
Merlin, the only humanitarian
agency in the Kalima region, is
teaching people basic farming
techniques again. He helps
them select vegetables to fit the
composition of the soil His
hope is to haw a surplus of
food within the next year.

PROTEST, from page 3
ful, wondeful, wonderful,
Christian people — for
whom this is a moment of
great pain and confusion and
anger. They must know that,
if they must leave, they will
always be welcome back in
our fellowship," he said.
Clergy and lay representatives elected the bishop
coadjutor back in June. At
that summit, world leaders
warned that Robinson's
consecration would jeopardize the communion.
Objections voiced during
the consecration echoed the
primates' statement.
Robinson is the first openly gay man to become an
Episcopal bishop.
Rev.
Dmglas E. Theuner retires in
March 2004, at which time
Robinson will be installed as
his successor.
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COLOR: Students aware of issue FACES: Rogers earns award
COLOR, from page 1
Duhart said he hopes the
JMU community will recognize
the importance of the movement, and will make an effort to
become involved in some way.
Students said they were
aware of the lack of diversity at JMU.
"I've definitely noticed that
people tend to stay in their
own [racial] groups," junior
Celeste Reed said. "I don't see
much mingling going on, and
that's a problem."
Junior Cathy Geis agreed. "I
think additional diversity programs would be very beneficial
here at JMU," Geis said. "The
multicultural organizations are
good, but I think something
more is needed."
Junior Wanda Wright has
been aware of diversity
problems at JMU, and that is
one of the reasons she decided to attend the university.
"Exposure to different people and their unique backgrounds, cultures and lan-

guages is how we leam."
Wright said. "As a minority student, I knew I would be able to
bring something more to the
JMU atmosphere.
"I definitely admire this first
step toward increased awareness of diversity and I support
[WCIYCJ fully," she added.
When
junior Amanda
Thomas first transferred to
JMU, she said she was surprised that the campus wasn't
more diverse.
"It's unfortunate that many
students do not attend the multicultural events on campus,"
Thomas said. "Everything tends
to get an exclusive reel to it
somehow. People need to leam
to step outside of their comfort
zones and try something new. 1
get passionate about these
issues because I think a lot of
people are really missing out"
Duhart also stressed that it is
the responsibility of each individual to welcome differences
and make an effort to gain some
real-life perspective while still in

^-BlJRG & VVTATEx

FACES, from page 1

college. "The current makeup
of the university's population
doesn't afford much opportuniSi to celebrate and explore
iversity," Duhart said. "If we,
as students, aren't seizing the
opportunities that are available
to us, then we are doing ourselves a great disservice. All it
takes is one conversation to
change a life for the better, be it
yours or someone else's."
Although the movement
solely is focusing on racial
diversity at the moment, it is
aware that diversity includes
sexual orientation and physical
disabilities, among other things,
according to Duhart. The group
wants to ensure that it is creating an inclusive movement that
is holistic in its mission to
improve diversity on campus.
"We want everyone on board
because diversity isn't just a race
thing," Duhart said. "It encompasses everything."
Students who want to get
involved
can
e-mail
wciyc@yahoo.com.

When the test subject
arrives, the first student in the
experiment starts talking to
them. This is the cue for the
two students making the
poster board to stand up and
carry the poster board. They
pass between the two and
interrupt the conversation.
The first student then
quickly switches places with
one of the students making
the poster board, who then
continues the conversation
smoothly as if he were the
experimenter.
"You think people would
notice the switch, but an average majority of 65 percent didn't notice," Rogers said.
Rogers's team repeated
the experiment to see if different genders and races of
JMU students affected the
ability to remember faces.
Their results showed no
such
effect,
although
Jennifer Richardson ('02), a
participating
psychology

student, said, "Other studies
show people are better at
recognizing people from
their own ethnicities.
"JMU has a small minority population ... so my sample size wasn't truly representative of the real population," Richardson said.
Rogers added that remembering faces has a lot to do
with how similar the two
experimenters appear.
"When one person has a
more distinctive face, such
as a half-Japanese, halfAfrican-American student,
his face replaces the memory
of the other, less distinctive
face," she said.
This could imply trouble
for eyewitness credibility,
according to Rogers.
"It's so easy to erase the
memory of a person you saw
and replace it with another,
with high confidence you're
right," Rogers said. "This
could mean innocent people
with simply more distinctive

faces could be accused by an
eyewitness."
She said she hopes their
experiment results will be a
solid basis for further investigations into what she called a
"fairly new phenomenon."
Students attending the lecture said they supported
Roger's team's motivation.
"1 think it's definitely a
study worth doing because it
might help innocent people
from being wrongly identified
by an eyewitness," sophomore
Jennifer Carley said. "I know I
wouldn't want to be accused
for something I didn't do."
Senior Renee Good, a forensic psychology student, agreed.
"I'm interested in eventually working with the police,
and this sounds like it has
major potential to help (the
police] in the future," she said.
After speaking on her
research findings on eyewitness testimony, the 2003-'04
James Madison Scholar Award
was presented to Rogers.
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... U.S. troops are keeping Iraq somewhat
stable at the moment — if they were to leave
now, the country would fall into the hands of
Hussein loyalists and Iraqi terrorists.
see house editorial, below

The Breeze uses "ECP" in
headlines like The New York
Times uses "quagmire."

ULHEUUK
HOUSE

BRIAN GOODMAN

freshmtui
SM

column, below

EDITORIAL

United States finds itself stuck between Iraq and a hard place
The war, they said, is over.
After all, Saddam Hussein's statue
was yanked down months ago by a
jubilant crowd, signifying victory for
dust-covered American forces. U.S.
troops took over Baghdad April 9 and,
from then on, Iraqis have been thrilled
to rid themselves of a heinous dictator
and willingly have established a
democracy that stands as an example to
the entire Middle East.
In a perfect world, the above scenario would be correct. This, however,
most definitely is not a perfect world.
More than 380 soldiers have died in
Iraq, including the 230 deaths after
President George W. Bush declared an
end to the war May 1. Since the beginning of November alone, more than 20
soldiers have died via bomb attacks
and a helicopter crash.
The worst part is that the United
States is stuck between a rock and a
hard place. It seems to be a lose-lose
situation, no matter what the Army's
next move will be.
People such as Harriet Johnson,
whose son, Specialist Darius T. kwtinn,
died in Sunday's CH-47 Chinook helicopter crash, would argue to pull U.S.
troops out of Iraq. In a Nov. 4 CNN.com
article, Johnson said, "The people over
there (are] telling our American leaders
that they don't want us over there, and
they will continue to kill our American
soldiers. They're telling our leaders this,
so why aren t our leaders listening and
bringing our babies home?"
However, U.S. troops are keeping
Iraq somewhat stable at the moment —
if they were to leave now, the country
would fall into the hands of Hussein
loyalists and Iraqi terrorists. Bush's
claimed purpose for entering the war in
the first place was to establish a democ-

racy. By pulling out, the president's goal
would be unattained.
Thomas Friedman, a New York Times
syndicated columnist, noted in an Oct.
30 column that this is the "most radicalliberal revolutionary war the United
States has ever launched — a war of
choice to install some democracy in the
heart of the Arab-Muslim world."
Bringing the troops home tomorrow
could leave a pointless trail of about 380
dead soldiers. If this country believes
that their lives were not wasted, it cannot stop until victory is won.
On trie other hand, when will this goal
be reached? When will the fighting end?
Sunday was the deadliest day in Iracj
since the war's end six months ago, and
the future is left open and unknown.
The real question is this — should the
United States do what so many other
countries and organizations already
have done? Tuesday, Spain said it was
going to pull out its diplomatic staff. The
United Nations and the International
Red Cross also have limited their participation in Iraq because of the dangerous
situation. The Netherlands is among the
countries that have moved diplomats
into safer regions.
It seems that all Americans can do
now is have faith in U.S. troops and hope
for a quick resolution. Unfortunately, the
United States must prepare itself for anything — tomorrow could bring 100 more
deaths, a democratic Iraq, or it could
bring the soldiers home with the Iraqi
people left to fend for themselves in the
settling dust produced by U.S. troops.
Whether one is for or against the U.S.
occupation of Iraq, one must realize
that America is in for the long haul. One
way or another, the short-term outcome
of this war and the postwar period is
not going to be pretty.

■ Breeze Reader's View

ECP publicity defines
JMU, damages image

E-mail dans and pals lo brecudpV holnull.com
Darts dt Hats are submitted anonymously and printed on a space'
available basis. Submissions air based upon one petson s opinion of a
given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the trulh

Pat...

BrianGoodman

Dart...

A "thanks-for-not-laughing at-me" pat
to the guy who gave me a ride when I was
looking for my car on the wrong level of
the parking deck.

A "make-your-own-memories" dart to the
guest at my party last weekend who stole my
digital camera and the hundreds of pictures o(
my friends and me that were on it.

From a girl that is IhrHled to know Hut there
still are hot guys out there with manners

Fiom a pintor girl who doesn't think it is fair
that she 'us lo purchase alcohol and digital cameras
for all of the people that attend parties at her house.

Dart...

Pat...

A "none-of-this-informahon-will-get-mea-job-any-faster" dart to the GSCI program
whose teachers force ridiculous amounts of
useless knowledge to non-science majors for
no obvious reason.
From a senior who needs to concentrate
on finding a job more than learning about
foliated rocks.

Pat...

An 'Tm-glad-you-fufilled-one-of-yourhilanous-and-random-dreams" pat to my
best gal pal who marked her territory on
the South View Apartments entrance gate.
From a friend who will keep watch for traffic
anytime nature calls on you because silly things
like that are what make our friendship so great.

Dart...

A "thanks-for-making-'The-Exorcist look-like-an-innocent-Disney-movie"
pat to the twisted people who were
responsible for Hellbox
From a freaked-out senior who is going to
have nightmares for the rest of his life, but
tliought it was well worth it
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A "grow-up-and-be-respectful" dart to
the students in social psychology who
were snickering and making light of different rape scenarios. One in four college
women are raped, and the subject should
be taken more seriously.

"To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses,
the world is indebted for alt Hie triumphs ivhich
Itavc been gained by
reason and humanity oi\r error and oppression."
— lames Madison
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delivered to TV flreeir hy noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Fnday.
The Brerw reserves the tight to edit lor clarity and space
The opinion* in this section do not necessarily feflect
the opinlom.I the newspaper this start, or James
Madison University.

"So, you go to |MU, huh
Where is that?"
That response is what admit
tance to Kiplinger's 47th "Best
Value" public college will get
you in New York. Being cheap
only will take you so far.
For such a reputable school
down in the South — and, yes,
Virginia is the South — JMU
has managed to maintain a relative degree of anonymity
With only a name to go by,
many assumed I had chosen to
attend a minuscule $40,000 private school modeled after the
Branch Davidian compound.
Very few of my friends, family
and coworkers had the slightest clue where the Shenandoah
Valley was, let alone how to
spell Shenandoah.
Until June 2. that was. That
week. Time- magazine ran the
article, "A Battle over the
Morning-After Pill," a pagelong essay devoted to the emergency contraceptive pill issue
that has captivated the less
involved of us on campus in the
last few months. In New York,
the article created the only calling card JMU had up north.
For all of you from Northern
Virginia, that would be the
morning-after pill Margaret
Sanger's version of Halloween
candy. The National Abortion
and
Reproductive Rights
Action League's interpretation
of the word "painkiller." The
coat hanger of the rich.
It couldn't have been .inv
thing else, of course. Time- couldn't have chosen to include JMU
in an informative article on
overzealous police in college
towns, underage binge dnnkiny;
at Greek events or the biological
causes and proper management
of the D-hall dash. No, it had to
be the morning-after pill.
Of course the ball cannot
stop rolling now. The very first
issue of The Breeze ever to cross
my hands Aug. 25 featured a
front-page article lauding the
publicity JMU had received
over the last few months as a
result of the ECP decision and
something called Sexiest 2003.

The article did not make clear
what Sexfest entailed, but it now
appears to be a cross between
Student Organization Night and
a Viagra overdose.
However, what the article
did manage to imply was that
JMU, as an organization, was
thrilled that the national spotlight finally shone upon our little comer of Virginia. According
to the article, Vie Wasfn'ns>lon
Post, TTic Washington Times, the
Richmond-Times Dispatch, the
Daily News-Record, and miscellaneous college papers all
joined Time in their coverage of
the ECP controversy. Our 15
minutes is not yet up, for
Glamour magazine is running
an article this month. Now
we've made the big leagues.
The icing on the cake, however, came in the glossy pages
of the September/October
■MM of Mother Jones magazine,
when JMU was named the
sixth most activist campus in
the world. If it weren't for
those blasted freedom-loving
Iranians calling for President
Mohammad Khatami's resignation in light of the recent
death sentence received by one
of their professors, we might
have had a shot at the top.
Unfortunately, birth control
access just doesn't carry the
kind of weight it used to. Every
California community college
beat us out, too.
But, we did pass the
University of California Berkeley, which rang in at a paltry ninth place. That's right. Our
formerly mainstream rural
school has beaten out the capital
of "poor-rich white-kid" social
activism at its own game.
All those wildly conservabve
Virginian parents don't have to
ship their sons and daughters to
the West Coast to turn them into
radicals. They can do it close to
home, while getting in-state
tuition rates to boot!
for the record, Yale came in
10th, possibly the first time JMU
placed above the Ivy League in
anything but the dictionary.
seerVBUCm.page7
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"/ think the Marching
Royal Dukes will end
on a better note than
the football team "

"Yes because three
of our last four
games are at home
and we Iwven't lost
I at home yet."

Caitlin Slaughter

Jon Butler

freshman, psychology

Ircshman, computer science

"Yes because they
work really hard
and have had a
good season."

'Yes because they
are a good group of
players who have
' heart and have done
better and better
every year.

campus
SPOTLIGHT

^—- I
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Aaron Shura

Julia Overfelt

junior, public administration

freshman, nursing

KYRA PAPAFRJlfnior ptiouigniptie'

Will the football team end the season with a winning record? ^f

PUBLICITY: Heavy media attention distracts from JMU's real identity
VBUCITY,from pa$r 6
True to form. The Breeze
und another front page article
in of the award. Other front
articles in the last month
lave included "Board postpones
onsideralion of ECP," disusing the fact that nothing was
liscussed, and "Panel debates
|CP," which would be blown off
i a pseudo-event/ photo-op by
very CPOSC 225 professor if
ny of the panelists were run• for Congress.

The Breeze uses "ECP" in
headlines like The New York Times
uses "quagmire" Anything
remotely involving the morningafter pill debate will gamer front
page headlines, keeping student
attention permanently fixated.
All of this attention is for
an issue that really is a legislative dead fish. The Board
of Visitors made the decision
over six months ago and, in
that time, no change has been
seen — not for a lack of try-

$4.99 a Foot

ing on the part of Student
Body President Levar Stoney
and our campus version of
Gloria Steinem, junior Krissy
Schnebel.
They've only attracted relatively embarrassing national
attention to our school, while
coming off too many as glory
seeking publicity hounds. Both
the activist crowd and the
paper have continued to keep
the ECP issue on life support,
lauding in the attention afford-

How does

4pm - Midnight

plus lax where applicable

because there was no available
category on the questionnaire
for the D-hall dash.
We are not known for our
academics, our campus life and
not even for our football. We are
known to have a decent marching band, good grub and a problem with birth control. If that
won't attract incoming freshmen
next year, nothing will — nothing except academics, football
and a legitimate town night life.
Not only is the ECP issue

ed it by the national media.
The cost of such publicity is,
of course, billed to the school.
More accurately, it is billed to
the school's reputation. Being
"The Morning-After Pill
school makes the former
anonymity afforded to JMU in
states outside of the southern
mid-Atlantic seem glorious.
JMU is defined by the ECP
issue. Beyond that, we are considered 18th in the country
when it comes to food, only

dissuading to incoming freshmen, it is embarrassing to
many current students. It
would be nice to keep JMU's
dirty laundry within JMU, or
at least, within Virginia.
Maybe then, I could go home
and escape the irony of paying
for coat hangers at the bookstore with FLEX. Birth control
is not what JMU should be
known by at the national level.
Brian Goodman is an undeclared freshman.

Spring Breaksound rightabout now??

Ditch the books and come party with Beach Lltell!

Jamaica A >A

Book before Dec 15th and Save!!

Cancun^l

!T^

Acapulco

Awesome Group Discounts

Bahamas
Florida
533 University Blvd • 574-3072
1825S. Main St.-574-3178
798 E. Market St. 433-6200

Sell trips, earn cash, travel free!!

Packages from BWI starting at $529!!

www.BeachLifeVacations.com

1.800.733.6347

MAt UAH* fill

gut yuui nil

now tlftounli NovBmbcr 21

The University Health Center. Walh-ins welcome! i Vi/r

High Peak Sportswear,
your on-line source for

JW&fSfo#*t&- &teS
7 p.m.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 7
Men's Soccer vs. George Mason
Reservoir Street Field

7 p.m.

Volleyball vs. Delaware
Sinclair Gym/Godwin Hall
FREE Giveaways' Wachovia can huggies and mar* gras tads.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 8

HIGHPEAr^
j*
www.hipeak.com

1 p.m.

Men's and Women's Swimming
and Diving vs. William & Mary

7 p.m.

Volleyball vs. Hofstra

ROUND 2 RESIDENCE
HALL COMPETITION
November 15,1:30 p.m.
Showker Field
Bridgeforth Stadium
JMU Football Dukes
vs. Charleston Southern
Create your own unique JMU
Jersey and wear it proudly
during the game. The moat
school spirited group will win
a pizza party, courtesy ol
Papa John's, Central CocaCola and JMU Athletics
Marketing, The winner will be
announced during the third
quarter Be sure to sign In at
the Athletics Marketing table
prior to the game

Savage Natatorium/Godwin Hall

llPORTIWEARm

CM (^MoL^otf ^Amm

Sinclair Gym/Godwin Hall
Kline's Dairy Bar muga & coupons lo first 100 Ijns1
Kline's cloaca lor the aaaaon on December 141

1.800.524.4739

For Soccer Ticket Information, call 568-DUKEI
FREE Admission (or Volleyball and Swimming!

Prints on a 100% cotton short sleeved purple t-shirt in gold and white ink.
Special price good thru 11/12/03 sku«3000 1004A

For scores, schedules, highlights
and on-line ticket purchasing, go to

:/■■

H
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% Quality Lile + Quality Food ■ Saigon Cafe •Quality Lite * Quality Food - Saigon Cafe

o

Authentic Vietnamese Cuisine

Get up to

Saigon Cafe

to pay for your
senior year!

$15,000

Family owned and operated since 1996
We specialize in shrimp dishes
and making tofu taste delicious

"Lite's most important J"d iiigenl question is
II Imt HIT ymi ilniiif; for others?"

Work for tin1 employer of choice and allow an
'

Include tolu with any Entree

Vietnamese Soup Ph6
Soups
Appetizers
Char-Grill
Vegetarian
Seafood
Beef
Chicken
Pork

»

Lunch Buffet
Monday-Thursday
11:30-2:00
$5.99

Friday
Shrimp Buffet
11:30-2:00
S7.45

In nay fur yottr wnior year of college

We're trie only Regional Level II Trauma Center end me only hospital 1 a offer Neoneiel f
intensive Care and Cardiac Suiyery. Our phenomenal growth has also added regionally
exclusive service! to include the Center for Surgical Weight Loss. AtlentJCare women s
Health and Welinats. infectious disease end sob acute care units.
Here's more about whet you'll enioy
• WertWj v.* a hftly eliBes" ream
• 0. ine UN M BSD ates'anv eeU 100%
• chllMteiaMaiKaitwiMialTewaevtatlea
• Oa-sia apecialM efccaOee pnerm
• TneHadMaeaieKeiMaleeeeibilillea
■ OaBlanalaa. pnmiear pne/ear
• Una kuel UMII.I tcMfallag
• Ci»«lleM*«e«tellea» name-pat** relief
• CeeanMlteierSenMials
• Wertini «l» leeM* wto have mlea. mainly aae
• Coaemtne aaierlM
nnaalenri
We offtr tt5 0»» te aa» 'or »our eaaior yaer wrth a cmataaeaM el service wkk as.

.IC. you wii piomuie and restore patients' health, estatiirli a compassionate environment, resolve |Mi4ri
I patents' independence, end maintain prrtf" .: i and technical knowledge while contributing to a team
.■ to join a growing otgani/ation with expert runes,
mined to the heeltti or our community then cell now'

540-434-5750

| Hotline: 609-748 4055

Antique Mall • Rolling Hills Shopping Center
787 East Market Street • Harnsonburg

Email careentOatlinticare.org

- P?

Quality Lile ♦ Quality Food - Saigon Cale -Quality Lile + Quality Food - Saigon Cale s

wvvwatl8nticare.org

Atlantic City

I 11 IHT1«J-LAJ-13
A di\ isit.il of All;
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LEISURE

HOROSCOPES

CROSSWORD

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Todays Birthday (Nov. 6). If you're willing to do the work this year, nearly anything is possible. Bring in extra
money and fix up your home (or starters Finding time (or love is a challenge, but you can do that, too.

MM March 21 -April 19

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22

mg Today is a 7 - You and your friends may
^b-jtnot have all day to relax ,in,i W together
jflj Vou might be able to do lunch, however,
and that would be nice. It also would be
good (or your blood pressure.

Today is a 6 - Do the work and save your
cash. Don't spend it on romantic (lings. If
you're with the right person, flings aren't
necessary anyway.

$S:
f

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21

Taurus April 20-May 20

Today is an 8 - You have the support of the
people you love, and plenty of good
advice, too. A co-worker can give you a tip
that will help you fix something at home

^»l Today is a 7 - You're pretty good at
^vBb making ends meet. lb you. it's like a
v-W game. K you remember that you're good
at this, you'll have a better lime.

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21

Gemini May 21-June 21
^^^■w Today is a 6 - Friends encourage you to
(■fin add more activities to your day Although
/fl^ y°u don't see how you can, you might
surprise yourself.

. Today is a 7 - You're an interesting person
^£f who's involved with interesting people (Vw
'^■J^ of those people leads you to a discovery that
challenges preconceived notions and changes
everything. What fun!

Cancer June 22-July 22
Today is a 7 - This won't be the easiest
day you've ever had, but it won't be the
worst one you've had, either Even though
somebody is being annoying, another
person understands what you're going
through.

Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19
Today is a 7 - You're in the habit of wait^K
ing (or the things you really want. It looks
rJ9fe&* 'ls " "ne of those things is on sale now, so
™ go ahead and treat yourself.

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18
Leo July 23-Aug. 22
- —» Today is a 7 - How long has it been since
^^_) you and your partner did something
^P*^. spontaneous? Something so wild and crazy
that you want to tell all your friends? It'll
be best if you don't tell, thai is

1

Virgo Aug. 23-Sepl. 22
Today is a 6 - You either can cut expenses
or bring in more money. It's good to find
ways to do the (ormer, but the latter i- a
good idea, too. Take on more work.

RiDDi.ioftheDay
When Arctic natives
are starving, why
won't they eat
penguin eggs?

j^l Today is a 7 - It's quite possible that you'll
jf think o( a way to simplify procedures. An
f^\ idea that has been in the back of your
mind is starting to come to the front.

Pisces Feb. 19-March 20
—dfc.
Today is a 7 - Insider information can help
(t ^k) v"" 1° he ,n *e right place at the right
t" time. In other words, you'd better read the
ads or you'll miss out on all the sales.
- Tribune Media Services
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ACROSS
1 Sold tickets
illegally
8 Clap
15 Female lead
16 City in France
or New Jersey
17 Revenues
18 Unsurpassed
19 To the _
degree
20 Magazine
piece
22 Track circuit
23 Crisscross
framework
25 Computer
invader
26 en scene
27 Wash
28 Black cuckoos
29 Quantities of
hair
30 Raises up
32 Having the
least faults
33 Polar covers
35 Presbyterian
parsonages
38 Cutters
42 Astrological
ram

43 Fr. religious
figs.
44 Lipinski jump
45 Bereft of sensation
46 Last of
Socrates?
47 Wise person
48 Gear tooth
49 Serving
aboard
51 Part of MD
52 Shaded walkway of the
Southwest
54 Putting in a
warehouse
56 Marching band
member
57 Defeat decisively
58 Ushers
59 Greenstreet
and Pollack

DOWN
1 Roofing piece
2 Principal
3 Memory
repository
4 Brit's toilet
5 High-grade
cotton
6 Tires
7 Preordains
8 Chinese
calculator
9 Coffin covers
10 Old-time journalist Ernie
11 Straw drawn
12 Benzene
derivative
13 Removes a
disguise
14 Most profound
21 Belfast repast
24 Contrived
26 Mason and
Norman
29 Humble
residences
31 Opening day
pitchers
32 Rustic class
34 Mournful
writers

35 Wildly
impulsive
persons
36 Spaces
between leaf
veins
37 Falls for a
honeymoon
39 Scrutinize
40 1811-to-1820
period
41 Winter
vehicles
43 Vilifies
46 Restaurant
request
49 Surrender
formally
50 Well-behaved
53 Wrestlers'
cushion
55 Manage

\
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Hurry in...
Limited Space
Available!

*Q

'%

*

Don't gamble on
your next apartment,
come to Sunrhase and
take the house.

Renewal Deadline November 2lst!
* 4 Bedroom, 4 Bathroom Luxury Apartments
* Phenomenal Pool and Spectacular Sunbathing Area
Fantastic Fully-Equipped Fitness and Business Center
* Superior State-of-the-art Clubhouse
* Conveniently Close To Campus
* Groovy Gaming Area Including Pool and
Fooseball Tables

MUM

www.sunchase.net
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Focus

FOOTING

THE BILL
For students who pay own tuition,
every penny is important
Story by contributing writer Lisa Gerry • Photos by senior photographer Cheryl Lock
Graphics by art director Jessica Taylor
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Unqesc selection OF Boog jemeUy in comi)

Iii Need ol Housing?
< oi i>\\ i i i
BANKI it
C OMMI K< I \l

*LAST DAY • 10 AM-7 PM*

We offer the largest selection
ol" off campus housing to meet
your specific needs.

2 & 3 Bedrooms Each unit features its own
fireplace and private deck Also
includes pool and tennis courts

3 Bedrooms Each unit has 2 baths and is
fully furnished Unique floor
plan & deck for each bedroom

4 Bedrooms Three floors of living space.
fenced backyard and washer/
dryer.

3 Bedrooms
Each unit is furnished and has
a full kitchen & wet bar Across
from JMU Quad.

1.2 & 3 Bedrooms Convenient location to JMU on
South Main Street. Some
utilities included

3 Bedrooms
Furnished townhouses with 2 5
baths. Three floors with full
kitchen and washer/dryer

CLOTHING SALE
EVERYTHING 40*-$0

BELOW
STORE
PRICES

TODAY ONLY • 10am-7pm • November 6th

NHCHAfL

LL

N4K

#•
*
*
¥
¥
*

Duke Gardens

rvfusp
Fun 6 Sexy Tops
Low Rise Jeans & Cords
Intimates & Lingerie
Men's Jeans & Shirts
Short Sexy Skirts
Coats & Jackets

IgfP

A
it

Village at Forest Hills
Bedrooms jacious townhomes located in
Hiking distance to campus
/D & walkout basement

C.OI DWLI.I
BANKI R
GOMMI-.KCIAL

FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS'

'

College Station
4 Bedrooms
Three floors of Irving space with
a fully equiped kitchen and
washer/dryer

715 Port Republic Road
iHarrisonburg, VA 22801
|info(gjcbcfunkhouser.com
1(540)434-5150
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STYLE

Online journalists hold
nothing back when publishing their personal blogs.
Mf story Mow
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"So much of the music you hear on MTV
and on the radio is a consumer sale."
KAT BURDEN

junior
see story below

WXJM promises explosions with concert
BY ERIN LBI

staff writer
If mainstream music sounds
too dull and uncelebratory to
accompany the weekend, then
PC Ballroom is the place to be
Friday, Nov. 7, as four emerging
independent rock groups perform at Explosions in the Sky, a
concert sponsored by WXJM,
JMU's student-run radio station.
The band Explosions in the
Sky is the title headliner for the
event. Other bands performing
include Zykos, Lazarus and The
Rude Staircase.
"Most of the shows we put on
are trying to promote independent music and let people know
that there is a lot more music out
there than what vou see on
[Music Televisionl." said junior
Kat Burden, WXJM employee
and co-coordinator of WXJM s

Mid-Atlantic College RadiO
Conference. "So much of the
music you hear on MTV and on
the radio is a consumer sale."
WX|M hopes to introduce
more bands that have not yet hit
the airwaves to JMU, Burden said.
WXJM has brought several
emerging performers to JMU in
the past, only to watch the musicians' recognition grow, including Dave Matthews Band, Ani
DiFranco, Jimmy Eat Wforld,
Dashboard Confessional and
Fugazi, according to Burden.
Senior Becky Braun, WXJM
big events director, said the
music of the groups, which is
technical and melodic, belongs
to the rock genre.
"I talked to agents who
offer these shows because I am
the promoter, and they wanted
to bring these bands here
because Harrisonburg has a

pretty good music scene and
turnout that is often better than
(in] Richmond,'' Braun said.
Junior Jess Woodward,
director of publicity for WXJM,
alson is involved in the effort
to bring the four independent
bands to campus.
WXJM is trying to switch
off the genres of groups it has
perform, but the radio station
tends to stick more to progressive music, which is anything
that does not fit into another
genre and always is changing,
according to Woodward.
\ xplosions in the Skv is an
instrumental-rock
group,
according to Braun.
Il is from Austin, Texas, and
its third album, "The Earth is Not
a Cold Dead Place," was released
Nov. 4 under Temporary
Residence Records, according to
wiiiateniporaryrt'siitifKexom.

Another group, LML-NLV has
its roots in bands such as Red Hot
C hih I 'uppers. Bush and Nirvana,
according to wuno.knarusiand£om.
The five group members are
from South Africa, Germany
and the Netherlands.
Zykos will be starting the
show. It also has an album,
"Comedy Horn," through Post
Parlo Records. It is coming to
JMU as part of its two-and-ahalf week tour, according to
www. zukosmusic.com.
"I love listening to new
bands that I may possibly like
and add them to my (music] collection," Burden said. "Bringing
(new bands] here will be an educational experience for people
who arc into that type of music."
The show starts at 8 p.m.,
and admission is $5 at the door,
which will go toward paying for
the event, according to Braun.
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Blogging acts as release for students
Tapping away at the keyboard late at
night, college students across the country are putting their most personal
thoughts, wishes and experiences online
... for the whole world to see.
Online journaling, also referred to
as blogging, is a new trend that is
sweeping across the nation, according
to www.bloggtr.com. Blogging knows no
boundaries in the type of online journalists, or diarists, it attracts.
Interested people can visit personal
publishing sites such as www.
Liivloumalxom. register to be a member
and have their own online journal.
Livejoumal boasts over 1.5 million users
worldwide and 2(10 page updates per
minute. According to another online
publishing outlet, Blogger, the term
"blog" came about as a nickname for
Web logging, or the act of keeping an
online journal. Blogger recently was purchased by Web search giant Google,
according'to the Blogger Web site.
First pages
Senior Susannah Clifford, who has
been a diarist for tin.
her start keeping an online journal ln-.liman year from a fnend who also had one.
I'decided to start one up of my own
lust to MV what it was all about she said.
Freshman Trade Nelms, who stated
a I ivejournal her junior year of high
school, s.nd. In high school. I used my
diary to express stuff that I couldn't anywhere else — maybe to tell MtMOM I
knew read my journal something I
couldn't face to face."
She1 said her journal has taken a
what different path now that she is in COtlese. "Now, I use my journal to record
what happened during the d.iv and what

I'm thinking and feeling, so the people
back home know how I'm doing" she
said. "It's even better than writing them
an e-mail since it gives them more of a
glimpse into my personal life."

concentrated topics This, I realized

who I didn't know at all, and that stuff
is none of their business," she said.
Junior Michael Portegies-Zwart, who
has been blogging for a few months, said,
"if you want to read my personal ramblings, then I am allowing you to because
I knowingly post them online."
Privacy and safety are not the only
issues with protecting words. The need to
respect those referred to in entries by not
naming names when the subject matter
could offend or embarrass them becomes
vital due to the public nature of online
journals, according to Fusco.
"A few people have asked me why I
stopped
(blogging),"
she
said.
"Sometimes it gets you into trouble
because people get offended because they
may know they were targeted."
Some students were more concerned
with people other than themselves
accessing their words. "If I'm annoyed at
someone who [I know| reads it, I have to
watch what I say," Nelms said. "I can't
write something harsh about someone
and then expect no consequences."
According to Nelms, there is a feature that allows journal entries to be
private and unreadable by anyone
except the writer or selected viewers.
That's what I use if I need to seriously
vent about someone, she laid. "You
say a lot of stuff vou don't re.ilh mean
when you're mad, and being able to
keep entries private eliminates the
need to censor yourselt
C lifford said, "I censored because it
wasn't nciess.m tDgtl names involved
and I knew that
down the road,
whatever was bothering me wouldn't
matter anymore '
As long as precautions are exercised to
prevent privacy intrusion or upset entry
subjects, many students s,n,i keeping an

that there were people reading my
journal that I didn't know very well oi

sir ONLINE, page 12

Let the words flow
Most online journalists have little trouble finding subject matters to keep their
journals new and personalized. "[I write
aboutl whatever happened that day — if
I'm frustrated, happy, upset, whatever
comes to mind," Nelms said. "I've even
posted a few poems and short stories |on] it.
"I earnestly began writing when I discovered how therapeutic and soothing it
is to put your ideas onto paper than keep
them bottled up," Nelms said. "I always
feel better after 1 write."
Sophomore Angie Fusco said, "Just
have fun with it. People get bored and
read them, so at least you're helping
someone procrastinate."
According to junior l.ucian Reynolds,
a journal can fit any need that anyone
may have. "But the main purpose of the
journal is to put your thoughts in a public medium," he said. "There ait I lot of
groovy people out there that will give
you feedback on what you have to say,
and that is cool."
Censoring life
While online journals are an outlet for
keeping in touch with others far away,
they are accessible to Internet users
everywhere, and censoring what is written is important for privacy and safety-,
,M online, to ( littiml
She said she used to Receive negative leedback from the intense ,m<l
more personal subject matters |hc
addressed so she , ul hai k on the more

New Movies:
Regal Clnemaa
• "Elf"
• "The Matrix Revolutions"

Nov. 6 through 12
Compiledb\ Hint „l.m

GraftorvStovaN Theatre
• 'Uptown Girls"
• The Ordei-

'Radio9 comes
in fuzzy, cheesy
contributing writer

CWUQof

style editor

. review
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BY KATIE AUSTEN

procrastination

BY KYRA PAPAFIL
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Academy Award winner Cuba Gooding Jr. stars as the title
character In "Radio," a new film alao featuring Ed Harris.

Though one may feel bad
for laughing at a film that deals
with life issues such as mental
retardation and inspir.ititm.il
goodness, the filmmakers of
"Radio" set themselves up with
the overly dramatic music,
exaggerated intolerance and
tweaked moments with cliched
messages. However, there is
no need for tissues while
watching the movie based on
a Sports Illustrated article and
true-life tale.
"Radio," starring Cuba
Gooding Jr. ("Jerry Maguire")
and Ed Harris ("Apollo 13"),
depicts the true story of an
unlikely relationship of a mentally challenged black man,
nicknamed Radio (Gooding),
and a small-town. South
Carolina football coach and
teacher, Harold Jones (Harris).
After several of his players
harass Radio during practice,
Jones takes Radio under his
wing. Radio becomes I likeable and sport-addicted, glorified mascot who educates the
community about compassion
and kindness, despite its
unbelievable negativity.
However morally sound
the message from this movie
is, the audience is asked to
believe that a devoted, hardnosed football coach suddenly
drops his family and team priorities to look after a boy who
wanders the streets with a
shopping cart and has a fascination for radios.
The script is predictable
and unrealistic. Radio never
attended school, so Jones
risks his job by sneaking him
in to sit in his classroom, and
is ridiculed by the principal
and school board numerous
times for having Radio there
The way the town looks at
this social outcast is similar
to the way someone beholds
an alien for the BfM lime
he or she snickers, speaks in
hushed voices and scampers
out of the way to let the
extraterrestrial through.
The script, written by Mike
Rich ("Finding Forrester"), is
I traditional down-in-thedumps-pick-me-up
type
mm w It could have been 25
percent better if the movie
hadn't been overdramati/ed
with the all-too-frequent
Ci tit of composed music
| |anu*s Homer ("Tit.inu ")
For example, when Radio
was denied permission to
attend an away football
BUM on the bus, he tuned
ins radio to thi station thai
was broadcasting the game
and acted out — play-byplay — the game, in the rain
to soaring, string-infused,
inspirational music.
The entire movie continued in this manner, When
there is tragedy in the film.

"RADIO"
STARRING:
ED HARRIS AND
CUBA GOODING, JR.
RATED: PG
RUNNING TIME:
109 MINUTES

tttt
booming, percussion-filled
death music fills the background. This only adds to the
humor that was most likelynot intended.
The director, Mike Tollin
("Summer Catch"), hit bottom
when he placed real-life
footage of Radio and Jones at
the end of the movie, completely contradicting the sorry
excuse for a movie thmugh
which the audience regretfully had to suffer. An hour and
40 minutes of real-life Radio
jumping up and down would
have been more convincing
than the feature presentation.
Though the actors manage
to give thoughtful performances, especially depicting the
genuineness in the relationship between Jones and Radio,
it is hard to see the sincerity
due to a ridiculously unintentionally funny script.
One cannot help to see
through the stuttering, childish
face of Radio and see the
screaming, "show me the
money" Gooding, as he so
notably yelled in "Jerry
Maguire." Though this is the
first character that has pushed
Gooding past his typecast
baoyWKV, it would have been
better if he had started off with
something less heartless at
which to laugh.
The ™in<heesiness was limited to few factors. The scenery
was a realistic, conventional
southern Main Street-esque
town, and the traditional importance of high school football was
well-depicted, yet all too frequent. The music selection that
Radio played cm his radio — a
7t)s mix of The Temptations and
Al Green — was a good change
from the score of the abundance
of dramatic moments. The costumes were accurate for that
decade. That's about it.
The conclusion boils down
ID this
Radio" is a turn-on
for the cheesy moviegoer and
a turnoff for pretty much
everyone else.

Movie
REVIEW KEY
• •*•• uo dm* U, *•«■«.

nitmtk —

• ••• traiiatoVttyeiiht
IMP oow< pnot
• •* Wttlorii.mM.toph,
■ CMbDn-Soas.
• • 9ioJdrMbNniwnecl
• VAoaarMdiVrntoi

PlaCeS to go and things to do this weekend:
•Artful Dodger
- RaUwrl Samsm J*u band lo play
Thursday taring « 9 p.m Admission a free
For more mtomniion eel 432-1179.
• Deve'i Tavern*
- Acoustic gujMnat Todd Schlabach to play

Thuraday from 8 to 11 p m AdrmssUn Is free

For more IrrbrrnaSon cal 5*4-1487.
•Little Grill
■ Bajsgrses and to*. Band Magneto to
play Friday al 9 p.m Cost a $3 al tie door

For more ntormaeon cal 434-3605.

• Alston's
- Alternative country singer Clyde
Wenen lo play Friday and rook band
Maybe Tomorrow to play Saturday Boat
acts begin at 9:30 p m.. and the cover is
$5 at the door for each show For more
IntormaMon cal 432-0610.
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Tis the season to curl up with good book
Fall brings foliage, plethora of quality leisure reading for all people from all eras
Unless you haven't looked
outside your window in the last
few weeks, it is easy to see thai
(all is here. Even the recent string
of nice weather cannot hide that
fact. Wherever you go, the
leaves an' fluttering to the
ground like butterflies preparing for landing, and it feels as if
every time you look out the window the sky is getting darker
and darker — even though it
only is 4 o'clock in the afternoon.
I've always felt that fall
was the best time for leisure
reading and so, seeing as
how we currently are in the
middle of that season. I felt it
appropriate to share some
more reading recommendations. When it comes to these
recommendations. I have no
illusions about their reception; I know that no checklists are made, no purchases
processed at the bookstore.
Believe me, I know how hard
it is just to pick up a book at

by Mnior writer

—

Zak Salih

the spur of the proverbi.il
moment, but, then again, the
act of recommending books
is about dropping names and
works into the open in the
hopes that one day —
whether a month or 36 years
from now — someone will
have an idea of a book to
read if free time opens up.
Remember, these are suggestions, not direct orders.
'A Good Man is Hard to
Find," by FUnnery O'Connor

— People have dropped the
name Flannery O'Connor
around me the way people drop
stones into deep wells. It only
was recently that those ripples
actually struck me in the form of
a reading assignment for class.
Some of the most despicable
and twisted characters inhabit
the pages of this collection o(
stories. Most of the tales—laced
with the fears of a destructive
and
somehow
irreligious
American future — resonate

with O'Connor's inviting prose.
"The
Odyssey,"
by
Homer and translated by
Robert Fagles — I never had
read this classic epic until
this past summer, even
though I had owned the book
for three years. Though
unversed in the translations
of its predecessors, I can say
that Fagles' translation reads
like the mythical adventure
story it is intended to be. We
all know the basic outline of
Odysseus' journey, and this
exciting version gives it the
heft of a Hollywood-action
epic and the soul of an Oscarnominated drama.
"Middlesex," by Jeffrey
Eugenides — Winner of last
year's Pulitzer Prize, this sprawling family epic almost could be
subtitled,' "A Portrait of the
Greek Hermaphrodite as a
Teenager" Told with a language
reminiscent of Salman Rushdie
and constructed with the scope

of Michael Chabon, "Middlesex"
is one of those wild and affecting
reads that you desperately want
to put down, if only to pmlong
the act of having to finish it.
"City of God," by E.L.
Doctorow — Yes, it's confusing. No, I could not map out
the course of this scattershot
narrative in 500 words. But, I
still can't get over the novel,
which seems to make sense
one day and then the next,
completely floors you with
its ambiguity. At the center is
a mystery of a stolen cross
that reappears on the rooftop
of a synagogue in New York
City. What follows are snippets of narration from World
War I veterans. Holocaust
survivors, jazz singers and
even a recreational bird
watcher — and, somehow, it
all is supposed to connect. If
you're looking for something
to wrap your mind around,
this just might be your book.

ONLINE:
Diarists lay
out words
ONLINE, from page II
online journal is a healthy
and expressive way to keep
friends updated on their lives
and to vent emotions.
Nelms said, "I would recommend it to anyone.
Whether to improve your
writing skills for your GWRTT
class, make a food diary,
record dreams, or even to say
how much you hate your history professor, your online
journal is yours alone."
Online joumaling, the land
where no inner dialogue exists,
is a platform with endless cyber
pages waiting to be Ailed.
"My journal is definitely
more for me than anyone else,
so if I don't want to write, I'm
not going to," Nelms said.
"An online journal is your own
little comer of cyberspace
where you can express yourself
in whatever way you wish."

Ml 7422 and I I'KPresents W<'W

SU0AIG
with guest

grahamCOLTON m
(as seen on tour with John Mayer and the Counting Crows)

November 19th
Wilson Hall
Doors Open 7pm Showtime 8pm
Tickets on sale Nov. 10
$7 in advance w/JAC card @ Warren Hall Box office
$10 at door and Plan 9

Opening band contest!
Have your band open for
Graham Colton. Submit a
demo to the UPB office by 5
pm, Friday Nov. 7th
Help us pick the winner! Come
to Taylor Down Under on
Monday Nov. 10th ® 7pm to
cheer on the top selected
bands
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"We were going up against guys
who are older and stronger. This
is a good test for us."

* Dukes ready to pounce
JMU is looking to defeat the UNH
Wildcats this weekend, in hopes
of positioning itself for possible
postseason play.

SPORTS

SHERMAN DILLARD

men's basketball coach
SM story below

—MEN'S BASKETBALL-

WITH AUTHORITY

Senior captain leads way in preseason opener
Broyles drops in 23 points as Dukes defeat Czech Select team Monday
BY MATT STOSS

contributing writer
The Colonial Athletic
Association media guide picked
JMU to finish eighth out of 10
teams in 2003. Senior guard
Dwayne Broyles has ether ideas.
"Hopefully [for JMU). we're
the sleepers,"
Broyles said.
Monday
"We're under
Czech
Sel.
the radar, and
maybe we can
67
come out and
I "ML
surprise
everyone."
The Dukes
surprised Czech Select, a team
from the Czech Republic Monday,
deflating it 72-67 in an exhibition at
the JMU Convocation C (Mat
Broyles paced the Dukes with
23 points, 14 of which came in
the second half.
"As seniors and team captains
should do," coach Sherman
Dillard said of Broyles' performance. "When it gets down to
crunch time, they need to step up,
and [Broyles] did that."
Broyles is one of two seniors
on a team that features seven

players who never have played
in a collegiate game. Point guard
Chris Williams is the other senior. Williams contributed 14
points to the Dukes' cause,
"I'm just trying to help the team,"
Williams said. "Whether I have to
score or set up my teammates."
The Dukes came out scoring
early in the first half. Broyles hit a
three-pointer 30 seconds into the
game and minutes later went
toast to coast, dunking over a
Czech defender.
Afterward, red-shirt sophomore forward David Cooper, on
a pass from sophomore guard
John Naparlo, raised the crowd
to its feet with an alley-oop to
break an 8-8 tie on his way to 11
points for the night.
At halftimc, JMU led 39-29, largely
in part to 16 Czech turnovers.
The Dukes began the second
half in the same tradition as the
first — draining a three-point shot.
This time, it was Naparlo connecting from beyond the arc.
However, a couple of threepointers could not erase JMU's
problems from the free-throw
line. On the night, the Dukes shot
less than 50 percent from the line,

making only 16 of 34 shots.
According to Dillard, free-throw
shooting is something that needs
to be improved upon.
"We have got to make free
throws," Dillard said. "We're going to
the charity stripe and we're coming
up empty. Ifs demoralizing when
you miss so many free throws."
In its inaugural showing, the
young Dukes team could not
have had a more different opponent, as the Czech's had an average player age of 25, with some
players as old as 32. Meanwhile,
JMU played six true freshmen.
"We were going up against guys
who are older and stronger,'' Dillard
said. "This is a good test for us."
Monday was JMU's first crack at
playing a team other than itself.
Broyles was impressed with his
young teammates' performance.
"I'm proud of [the freshmen],"
Broyles said. "It was their first college basketball game; they were
patient and didn't force anything.
We have a long way (preseason) to
go, but I'm satisfied."
The long way ends Nov. 22
when JMU opens its season at
home against Furman University
in non-conference play.

\ \rnu i phfUigrtifiher
Frmhman forward Cavell Johnson attempts a
Jump shot Monday In the Dukes' preseason
opener. Johnson •cored ne point In 16 minutes.

FOOTBALL

Beat-up Dukes set for UNH
Cooke likely to start in place of injured quarterback LeZotte
BY BRAD RICHARDS

sports editor
Bruised and battered,
JMU is entering Saturday's
game against the University
of New Hampshire in
Durham, N.H., with continued hopes of winning the
rest of its games.
The Dukes currently are
a beat-up team with all the
injuries they have suffered,
according to coach Mickey
Matthews, but still the
focus is on winning the rest
of the schedule and reaching the playoffs.
Last weekend, the
University of Rhode Island
got out to a quick 14-0 start
against the Dukes, but JMU
managed to claw back into
the game, eventually winning, 39-27, with its backup
quarterback, sophomore
Jayson Cooke, playing all
but the first set of downs.

-<*S

...we did lake some
things out of the game
plan after we realized
[LeZotte] couldn't play.
— Mickey Matthews
football coach

95
Cooke entered the game
for JMU after red-shirt jun
ior quarterback
Matt
LeZotte tweaked his previously injured quad muscle
on the first play of the
game. Matthews said that
Cooke did not start the
game well, as he fumbled
on his first possession,
leading to a 46-yard recovery for a touchdown by the
Rams. After Cooke settled
down, he did fine.
"We have high hopes for
[Cookel," Matthews said. "He's
had a tendency to bring us back
to reality — he's had a tendency
to force the ball into coverage.
"He is a better )uarterback than he was last year,"
Matthews said.
As of Tuesday afternoon,
LeZotte wa* slated as being
questionable for the New
Hampshire game. "He's better, but 1 don't think he's a
lot better," Matthews said
If LeZotte cannot y,«
against the Wildcats, Cooke
once ,igain will be thrown into
a must-win situation for the

Hit PH<mV/fcr» HU.i.1
Sophomore quarterback Jayson Cooke probably will atart Saturday against the University of New Hampshire Wildcats.

Dukes if they hope to reach
the Division l-AA playoffs.
Cooke's brief history so
far at JMU has been tainted
with a turnover problem.
Matthews said the reason
Cooke doesn't play is
because he is reckless with
the ball. In JMU's Oct. 19
game against the University
of Richmond last year,
Cooke threw two interceptions and had one fumble.
He also had four turnovers
Nov. 23. 2002, against
Northeastern University
"We thought we could
throw the ball against Rhode
Island," Matthews said. "So,
we did take some things out
of the game plan after we
realized |l.eZotte| couldn't
play. We just did not want to
turn the ball OVtJ
The injury bug has

nipped at the Dukes as of
late, and it has left Matthews
and his coaching staff short
of players, such as red-shirt
freshman wide receiver D.D.
Boxley and senior wide
receiver Alan Harrison, who
have big-play capability.
"I would love to go out
there and throw [the ball] 35
times ... but we don't have
those kind of people."
Matthews said. "You're beating your head up against the
wall if you try to do that"
Due to the fact that
Matthews is not completely confident in the Dukes'
passing game, he said
JMU will try to mix it up
on offense. The team however will rely on what has
been working, which is its
running game.
Red-shirt freshmen run-
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/ would love to go
out there and throw
[the ball] 35 times...
but we don't have
those kind of people.
—Mickey Matthews
football coach

99ning backs Alvin Banks and
Maurice Fenner recently have
been carrying the offensive
load for the Dukes. They combined for 238 of the 271 rushing yards JMU accumulated
against the Rams. They also
contributed a combined four

touchdowns in the recent win.
The Wildcats currently are
ranked last in the Atlantic 10
Conference in total defense,
giving up an average of 467.3
yards a game and allowing
an average of 220.8 yards per
contest to the running game.
"This is a big and physical outfit we're playing this
week," offensive line coach
Curt Newsome said.
"They've got two big defensive tackles, so they are not
a speed group." Newsome
believes that the offensi\e
line will be prepared once
again this weekend for both
pass protection and opening
holes for the running game.
Matthews is very confident in his young running
backs' ability, and he said
set JMU. page 14

Hall. Chiefs
start hot
At the halfway point in the
NFL season, there are. some surprises in the league. So, with the
second leg of teams' schedules set
to begin this weekend, it's imperative for any football fan to analyze
this season's exceptional performances by teams and their all-stars.
But, along with the stars; the
underachievers and bums need to
be acknowledged as well.
Most dominant team
Kansas City — At 8-0, the
Chiefs have rolled through their
schedule thus far this season,
forcing the 1972 Miami Dolphins
to keep the ,_—-—«.—
champagne
on ice after
eight
solid
weeks of play.
Quarterback
Trent Green
has been nothing less than
spectacular,
and running
back Priest
WES
Holmes has
HEINEL
been a workhorse. But certainly the Most
Valuable Player of the squad has
been return specialist Dante Hall.
Runner-up:
bidanapolis — The Colts are 7-1
and have been racking up points at
will all season. With quarterback
Peyton Manning and wide receiver
Marvin Hairison, the offense is running on all cylinders. But, more
important to the team's success than
offense has been the defense, giving
up an average of 17,4 points per
game while forcing a slew of 16
turnovers. Second-year coach Tony
Dungy has turned one of the
league's worst units into a force with
which to be reckoned.
Biggest farce in football;
Washington — Once again, the
Redskins (3-5) made major waves
during the off-season, spending
loads of cash on outrageous freeagent salaries. Memo to team owner
Daniel Snyder—all the money can't
buy a championship, let alone team
chemistry. The team only has one
quality performance — a win
against the New England Patriots—
and has been embarrassed all season. Coach Steve Spurrier's "fun
and gun" offense has done nothing
but allow quarterback Patrick
Ramsey to be pummeled to the
ground, play after play. Ramsey has
been a diamond in the rough
amon$>t a squad plagued by overpaid egos, washed-up veterans and
a lack of heart
MVP:
Dante Hall — The Human
Joystick has been phenomenal this
season, biirning coverage units on
both kickorrs and punts on his way
to a league record four straight
games with a touchdown on special
teams. Hall has bewildered special
teams units thus far — single-handedly dtalking up two wins for the
Chiefs with fourth quarter touchdowns. To the MVP voters — who
cares if he's primarily a weapon on
special teams. He's changing the
way the sport is played.
Runner-up:
Stephen Davis — The Care-Una
Panthers' running back has been a
stud for coach Jon Fox's team, rushing for 992 yards — already more
than his previous season He has
aUowed the squad to get back to the
fundamentals on offense — running
the football. Having Davis in the
backfield has ensured the Panthers
(6-2) a chance to win in the fourth
quarter, with an offense that controls
the ckxk and virtually dictates the
1
pace of play every game thus far this
year. A guy who couldn't play in
Spurrier's offense a year ago has
been Carolina's gold mine.
Bust of the yean
Duce Staley — The Philadelphia
Eagles running back only has started two games in the backfield, rushing for a paltry 171 yards. Staley
held out the full extent of summer
training camp, and his limited playing time is indicative of his inability
to oe on the same wavelength as the
rest of the offensive unit. (Granted,
the offense hasn't been glamorous
this season.) !n the final year in his
contract and, with the emergence of
young guns Correll Buckhalter and
Brian Westbrook, it has been made
abundantly clear by coach Andy
Reid that Staley will not be a household name in Philly in 2004.
Wes Heinel is a senior sport manajtement major win tuts been amazed
by trie eivnts m the first half of the
2003 NFL season.
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Week #11

Get ready to fumble!

lh.it ht' has lodo wh.it his guys
are capable of doing. St.ili-.tu i
show that )MU is capable ol
running the ball Fenner has
gained 470 yards rushing tor
an average of 67 yank a game.
and Banks has rushed for 755
yards, averaging *4 yards a
contest on the season.
"You're always going to trv
and get the ball in the hands of
the best people," Offensive
Coordinator Eddie I )avis said
Matthews said, "|Fenner and
Banks| may be the two best
backs in the league. Thev .inplaying pn-tty well right now."
To win this Saturday,
Matthews said JMU needs to
limit its turnovers and have two
halves against the WlldcM
-innlar to the first half it had
against the LniversiU ot Main.

Wh.it in the Ml is going on in college
football' Ihe University ol C Iklahoma and
Texas Christian Universitj an- Ihe lone
undefeated teams remaining. Unfortunately, due to the Bowl Championship
Sola standings, the hvo likelv will not
meet for the national championship
I ans tiiusl realize thai computers
merely can interpret statistu al .1 it i
they cannot determine the ouLoinc o! I
game So lei the unbeaten! pint or wtei
upandcn'.itca l'>te.im|.|.noi!
It ~ ll»- hatfwaj mark tor rnfiet team- in
Oil M I . although very lew teams haw
established thenvseh os a~ legitimate plavolt
contenders. In the NKC. even division is
soil up for grabs, making the poaMt pin
off scenarios infinite. Fans might as well
just pay no attention to the "No Fun
League.' and turn off the television Sundai
afternoons until w inter mils .inniiul

In the office, graphics edHoi Man
I hoi loins the panel fur this week's action
Heine! has taken a six-gun,. le.nl, M lule
Richards finally has made it out ol the .vllar

Seasontotal
Laetweek
Win percentage... .

Brad Richards

Da Boas
63-47
5-6
.570

NMl
6M9
5-«
.560

Virginia Tech
Miami
Michigan St.
Purdue
Texas

Virginia Tech
Miami
Ohio St

Tennessee
Tamp* Bay
Seattle
Buffalo
St. Louis

Tennessee
Carolina
Seattle
Dallas
Baltimore

Virginia Tech @ Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh

Virginia Tech

Tennessee O Miami
Michigan St. @ Oho St.
Iowa 9 Purdue

Miami
Michigan St
Purdue

Texas @ Oklahoma St

Oklahoma St.

Miami
Ohio St.
Purdue
Texas

Pro
Miami © Tennessee
Tampa Bay O Carolina
Seattle ® Washington
BuMoODelae
Baltimore @ St. Louis

Tennessee
Tampa Bay
Seattle
Buffalo
St Louis

Miami
Tampa Bay
Seattle
MM
Baltimore

Friday-

1*1 540-438 0404
Satf-4

• 10% Discount
! W to $15.00
I Alterations only

Clyde Wren(ll/7)
**W

'inlay- Free pool/Open Mic ^

Tailor and Cleaners, Inc.

Keasoiiiihh- Prices

MU.06IQ

Saturday -Maybe Tomorrow (II/8)

it & art
99* Oress Shirt
Professional Dry Cleaning
Laundry Shirts Service
Free Buttons

Tennessee
Tamp* Bay
Washington
Buffalo
St. Louis

Thursday-(College Party) D|/Dancmg

Flavor of the Week:

II.II i isonbui g Crossing Shopping Center

Iowa
Texas

JMU V New Hampshire

Iston's ^^^M

Over 20 Years Experience
Custom Tailoring & Alterations
Tuxedo. Wedding Gown
Fit Any Sise or Shape
Fast Work

60-50
4-7
.550

College

prettiuin.*-

23* lurgtu load
W.sfcdoyi 8 4

Alison Fargo
The Short One

Drew Wilson

69-41
6-5
.630

HS££S'

Our Grilled Italian Panini
is SO good...

1
Try our Grilled Italian Panlnl
with a Side Grssk Salad for
Just $5.85 and Oat a
Largs Chal Taa for 1/2 Prlct
4PM-8PMOnly
Coupon Expires 11/30/03
•00 Untvanuty Blvd.

433-2W7

Stf 7AM-TPM
SunlSMMMI

JaaMMI AS aaj SM. a SMI
nmii.i aagaaaaaaaai

■wemmen
lll>C«ita«M

-

you'll be talking
with your hands.
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Usstt-LtEDS
FOR RENT

NOTICE

line Crsmpod? '
acious houses. rHi0s-Ms «K
tmenta. Sat pftotot. wncti
current svaliabiMy for 7004
■05 al *fmt.cistieprooeny.com
• ■•tfroom Available
In 3
fltoom horn* on Devon Lane,
nable January i«. c«ll
«ai7.
■•'*" Hausee 1135 S Man
. 55 * and B, 75 W Fatrview
acent to Marnaon St. Five 2 and
■edroom houses, m DSl .wed
tave AC Apartment 73A East
ihet. 2 bedroom*, utilities
luded. Call 433 0984 or
■3147.
uy ■ classified ad and net
oar ad lUled on the Web

for FREE!
www.ihchreeze.org
Call 5*8-6127 today!
drool*
Available
m
bedroom/4 bathroom apt
Southview Available January

Call 435-2106
#473860.

or

irtmant Available for Spring
ieeta« Reni 1200 (negotiable).
rt walk to campus, spacious,
iimai utility costs, private
nroom/shower Contact ASAP if
erested or
need
more
mation. 1-757-692 3989.
■renftnajymo edu

The Breeze?

Bartandar Trafneae Needed • $250
a day potential Local positions
180O2933985. ext. 215

l-MMl-Ml.-MH

$40 for third clau mail
or $80 for firM class mail.
you can receive a full year of

Math Tartar
for high school
algebra student. Close (o campus.
Call Vicky. 820-2926

1992 Fold F.plor*.
g00Tl
condition, new tires »5.000/obo.
Call
Mike.
435-4369.
1997 Real Meate Carle 2 door,
spoiler, excellent condfttor. 94.300
miles, loaded, new tires $3995,
Can 8300-04
1M» Porabs 944 94K miles, 5
speed, removable sunroof new
Pirelli tires, beautiful car inside and
out. 15995. Call 540-74O8245
19*9 Coacar very nee car. runs
treat and ts very clean, WHI taken
Cere of For price, call 289-7090
Rica 1994 Flrrtlra- V6. dual
eihauat, AM/FM CD player, runs
and sounds great. CaH 2897090.
1999 VW coevsrtawa .%«, many
new parts, best offer. Call 405-2277.
Only $15 lo run your
"For Salt-" ad for the
t'ntin'sernwleror
until your item sells
"hi. iM-wTunm-NiirMi!

nale Rooatmate Wanted to
no 2 bedroom apartment in
risonOurg. d safe neighborhood
asonabb) rant Can 4330760 or
30-2853

Tnt* offer u axd now through
Dae 5 and only apaba to
adwtiang in .he Tcv Sale' wet.*.
Ads must br 20 wrds ce leu
Offer appan lo uvbviduB] item
...l. RaMI warn bad aiaaaaajai
do nrt qualify fw this apsui offer
All ads art aubpxt lo
Breeze approval

FOR SALE
Up With Gram SweaUrt
t Coatal Gift A Thrill, 227 N.

Dmt rnana out on this great dralt

568-6127

Fad E»c»t Fat1«. $1,000
Oest ollei Call 4330516

liri.JA'a .TW,,I

parents can get a
1
nIK. t i(ition to

1991
Ford Mustang
haichbaclt. auto, excellent
condition. 61,000 mtles. cruise,
premium sound, sunroof, alloy
wheels, beautiful car. $3950. Call
289*420.

Ginejeroread
South Mam St. Cheap
t negotiable Call 437-5611.

HELP WANTED

Did you know thai your

For more uforminon ami UUUMCC
rtprdm,! the ifl.nupDos of financing
NruncM cppponimiiic*. coabxt tat
Hciitr HuMftc" Bureau Inc

The Breeze!
Call today in sort your
subsenption! We accept VISA
and Master Card by phone or
yuu may mail in your payment.
Call 568-6127 today!
Pentium MMX - 200 MHr. 32M
RAM. 8G hard Ortve. 24X CO-ROM.
Windows 98, Office 97. MP
Deskjet 520. 2 HP 26 cartridges.
S200 o.b.o Call 612 2244 or
email Oorog»mx0jmu eoV

: Earn up to $500 per
week assembling products at
home. No experience. Call for
information. 1985 646 1700.
Dept. VA4806
Attaatlaa JMU Stuaeats Local
district office seeking to place
friendly, positive people for
customer saies/serMce positions
Starting rate is $9 35 base per
preset
appointment.
No
experience needed
training
provided Gain resume eipenence
while working part-time around
class schedule Now interviewing,
conditions appfy. Ail ages 18*. can
438-1300

I 2000 Honda CB
ewellent condition, yellow wth War*
trim, new tires. 9.000 miles,
negotiable http://co0jmu.eOu/bikt
Cal 421-7243

Do You Want to Write for the
Braaie?
The Breen is lookinrg for
writers tor News, Focus,
Sports. Style, and Opinion.

Metoreycle Helmet Shoal full
coverage,
black,
excellent
condition. Small carry bag. J100
000. Call 830-2030
a - Carbon fiber Giant
21 Speed Excellent condition, two
years oW. $450. paid $1,100. Can
4354430 or 1800-296-3465. ask
for Randy
Par aasa Mt Shasta 21 speed
bate. In very good condition ridden
very Mile. Asking $100 (at $350
new). Call 249-2064.
Jihwion MawiaJoMn Raw wtth 0lg
Bag ■ $75: square neck Regal
Dobro with case, $275: 26 key
accordion with case, $175: o.b.o
Can 43*4625
Raw Ski ■aots - Lows Structure
Coaches Boots Ladles 4 pair.
Rossmgnoi 6 pair • Race one
Rossmgnol 4-palr soft: Dalbello
SGS vano 2-oair. Dolomite ce blue
titanium 2 pair Call 568-8721.
miMoWjmu.eOu

JeieAmerkm'sXf
laimAmerkm't
tt\
SfWewf few Opermter re
Caassatav ItapsWra,Jmmmitm,

Call 5686127 for more
information

SERVICES
guitar Lessens
Beginner to
intermediate, individual and group
rates Call Greg 4359185

Sell Trips, lorn Cash. Co free! I
I Now BOTBJ On-fernpws Kept I

1-800-648 4849

www.ililrovcl.tom
So Many Spring Break Cornpsnkw. Book direct with the established
leader »n Spring Break travel.
Better trips, better prices Early
booking moentrvea. Book now with
a small deposit. 1800367 1252
www.spnngoreekOkect awn
Cancun, Acapuico, Nassau,
Jamaleal-7 nights from $459 ♦
tail Includes breakfasts, dinners
Guaranteed lowest prices and best
party schedule. The only Spring
Break company recognized for
outstanding ethics! visit the best
Spring Break site on the web • view
100s of hotel videos and reviews
at wwwSpnngBreaATfaver.com.
CaH 1-8006 7B6386.
SpringBreak!

Biggest Spring; Break Party!
Cruise with 100s of students on
the largest and wildest student
party cruise) Spend 5 days M the
Bahamas from $279! Includes
most meals, free parties, port
taxes? Ethics Award winning company!
www.SpnngBreakTtaif9i.com. Call
1-8006786386
Act Newi Book 11 people, gat
12th trip free. Group discounts for
6*. Call 1800838-8202 or
www.sprlngDmekaiscounts.com.

#1 Spring Break
■I 110%
best prices' Cancun. Jamaica.
Acapuico. Bahamas. Florida Book
now and receive free parties and
meals Campus reps wented'
1800-2347007
www. endiesssummev lours. com
mme/awd-***** Bras* - Ski and
beach trips on sale now! Call
1 800 SUNCHASE or go to
www.Sunchese.com
today I

Ceil far group dbaauarh

TRAVEL

USA Spring Break - Cancun,
Bahamas, Acapuico. Jamaica A
more Don't be fooled! Go with
Quality and experience! 28 years tn
Business. Largest student tour
operator (Division of USA Student
Travel) Carl toll free 1-877-4606077. Now also hiring campus
reps Earn 2 free tups for 15
travelers and $$

Sign up with Student Exprts*
and get FREE roumJlnp airline
lickeu toover IS inicrnaiional
deMinaiions including:
Aruba, Dominican Krpuhlic.
Costa Rica, Caribbean hoi ipuu
and more!

A "Reality- Spring Break 3004 Only with Surrspfash Tours. Lowest
prices, free meals and parties Two
free tups tor groups 1«XM26-7710
www sunsoiasnrouni com
Bprlaf Break- Nassau/Paradise
Island. Cancun. Jamaica, and
Acapuico horn $489. Air. hotel,
transfers, parties, and more!
Organize small group • earn free
trips plus commissions! CaH 1*00
GET-SUN 1

THE BREEZE!
S.VOO for first 10 words
$2.00 each add'l 10 word*
Block ads are SlBVlnch
All classified ads must be
submitted in writing. You
may e-mail your ad lo
ihc_brce7eWjmu.edu. Ads
must be paid in advance by
cash, check. VISA or
MasterCard. All ads arc
subject lo Breeze approval.
Call 568-6127 today!

el Spring Break Operator! Check
our web-site for the best deals.
wwwvtgeoonOtours.com. Cancun.
Acapuico. Bahamas Jamaica, and
Florida. Group organizers earn free
trips and cash. Call today)
1406273-2500

U;ll!W;m

PERSONALS

CONFIRMED FLIGHTS
FMMBWI
caacan
Cancun

Bartender Traaneea Needed • $250
a da» potential. Local positions.
18" 293 3985. ext. 613.

I

Hd.UL.MtiD

G/ra SoT
CottaR**1

OASIS

\7S»

Jamaica'
Sin ii'mmSm
. CMffs MM
WtfSTtof-8-aim S659

Why go with anyone else* Limned
offer - call BM Conmrwwn rep
posiuniH also available
1-XW.787-J787

PLACEA

CLASSIFIED AD IN

atsoavAHAauifi

Adoption
r .ng and stable
eoepfa was erexwae a happy home
fervour bat* fassdwrth lots of love
and security Eipenses paidPlease call Greg and Maureen
anytime at 1 800 605-9703.
pin* 00.
Looking for a special way lo
say I love you, to apologize.
HI

in thank someone?

Place a classified ad in
The Breeze'
Call 568-6127

1 800 234 7007

w*v..<jndlesssunHiivMi-ur1 . ui>

wwH.ihebreeze com

There will be no issue on Monday
See you again November 13.

^&r'> w
I
Now Open 24-7
Featuring Liberty Gas
Kegs Available

At the intersection of
Port Republic Road
and Neff Avenue

Accepting FLEX!

|
|

Expand Your Knowledge.
Enhance Your Credentials. Earn
Your Master's At Hopkins!

I
Apply Today.

For Everything

Enhance your indent ials and prepare
yourself for career success with a master's
degree from The Johns Hopkins University
Advanced Academic Programs. You will learn from
Johns Hopkins, government, and private industry
experts; experience small classes; and select from a
variety of applied and theoretical courses.

(excludes alcohol)

Bring in this coupon to receive a great deal!

BUY ONE SANDWICH,
GET ONE FREE!

MASTER'S DEGREES
AND COURSE SAMPLES
liiutcclmolom

Good for one week only— 11/6 to 11/13/03

Human Molecular Genetics • Virology • Marketing
Aspects of Biotechnology • Neurobiology •
Emerging Infectious Diseases • Regulatory

Good at Spanky's downtown anytime and Spanky's Express after 11 a.m.

Processes for Domestic and Global Biotech

Products
Communication in Contemporary Society
Political Communication: Campaigns • Internet
Strategies: A Multidimensional Approach ID
Communications • Music and Technology • Media
Relations • Communication I.aw and Policy-making

GREAT FOOD
REASONABLY PRICED

jimple pleasures t^aft
New Hours!

Now Open for
Lunch and Dinner
Monday-Saturday

Government

lliimifiirmatics'

American Political Thought • Parties, Campaigns &

KnvironmenUl Science* and

Elections • Methods of Social Inquiry • Foreign

Folk)'

Policy in the Age of Global Terrorism • White

Liberal Arts

Collar Crime

MS/MBA Biotechnology"
Biotechnology Enterprise
Advanced Graduate
Study in Liberal Arts
lllin:
English as a Second language

• Fresh baked breads and goodies
• Homemade soups and salads
• Care packages *fP^
•Hoars I load Deli ^aaff
• Catering for all occasions
498 Um*~L, )li„i.
'- \trass jivm \ irdiii

Applied Economics

364-2988

Wdiimj
Creative Writing • Contemporary American Writers
• Poetry Workshop • The Short Story: Past &
Present • Profile & Biography Workshop •
Magazine Style & Substance

tnllv with the Whiting Sthnul isf IfHgJimlilg Pwt-timr t'nigrjms in ITlsflimilng .mil Apt'l I
-■ oik-ted jointly \MIII ill. School ol Profctliinal siuilu-> m Bmlneii lad Bdacation

Call 1.800.847-3330 or visit wwwjhu.edu/advanced.

JOHNS HOPKINS
Washington. D.C. | Baltimore. Ml) ! RoekvllU, Ml)
Online
All programs are not available at all locations.

lh
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Stonegat
TODAY*

from 5pm-7pm
"Live Radio Remote with KISSJW
Pizza, Prizes and more!
Place a reservation or renew vour lease!
s and you will get
FREE local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!
The Commons

South View

Office Hours
Monday - Friday
8:30-7:00
Saturday-Sunday
12:00-4:00

Stone G

1068 N Lois Lane
432-0600
www.lbjlimited.com
www Ihecommonsapartm

Only 3
days left

ft B

to give your kids
something to laugh about!
THIS IS YOUR VERY LAST CHANCE TO GET
YOUR YEARBOOK PICTURE TAKEN FOR THE 2003-2004 YEARBOOK
November 10-12

Taylor 404

Mondays 1 p.m. - 5 p.m.
Tuesdays-Wednesdays 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
'•i

$5 sitting fee for yearbook picture (underclassmen and seniors)
$ 15 for yearbook picture + cap/gown picture (seniors only!)

but yearbooks are free for everyone!
Cash and Checks accepted.
Questions? Call Gina at 568-6541
or email <jmu_bluestone<?>yahoo.com>

